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1 Programming Interfaces to EPIC 

EPIC (Enterprise Process Integration Controller) has some very sophisticated 

automation functions that will allow most, if not all, of your automation to be set 

up without recourse to any programming. When an even higher degree of 

automation is required you may use the Batch Interface and the EPIC .NET 

Library to perform tasks such as setting up new trading partner communications 

definitions, scheduling files for immediate transmission and many others.  

1.1 The Batch Interface 

If you have a sequence of operations to be performed regularly or if you want 

EPIC to be run by non-computer personnel, you may automate it by setting it to 

run in batch mode. Batch mode operation requires you to set up a file of 

commands to run the functions you would otherwise have invoked from the 

keyboard.  

As it runs, EPIC produces a file of all the commands it has run and its responses 

to those commands. This response file can be examined manually or 

programmatically to find the results of your commands and instigate the 

necessary actions. 

The batch interface is backwards compatible with ODEX/Professional and 

ODEX/Enterprise, to allow existing batch commands to be upgraded and used 

with EPIC. 

1.2 The .Net Library 

The .NET Library provides DLLs to create custom applications in Visual Studio. 

This facilitates full integration of EPIC into your applications and permits EPIC 

functions to be executed directly from your code. 

The .Net library is backwards compatible with ODEX/Enterprise, to allow existing 

programs to be upgraded and used with EPIC. 
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2 The EPIC Batch Language 

2.1 Introduction 

Batch mode operation requires you first to set up a file of commands to run the 

functions you would otherwise have invoked from the keyboard. 

The command scripts that ran on your old ODEX system will be compatible with 

the new one and will minimise the amount of set up required to get your system 

upgraded. 

Please note that the Batch Interface only acts on files that have been received into EPIC via EPIC 

comms or are to be sent via EPIC comms. 

2.2 The Batch Interface 

As it runs, the EPIC batch interface produces a file of all the commands it has 

run and its responses to those commands. This response file, named 

ODEXPC.RSP, can be examined manually or programmatically to find the 

results of your commands and instigate the necessary actions. 

The batch interface program uses TCP/IP to communicate its commands and 

actions to EPIC. You can run it without any prior set-up if you want to use the 

default settings. To view or change the default settings, open the EPIC Batch 

Administrator client. 

The advantages of using TCP/IP are that the EPIC system can be located on 

one machine on a local area network and the batch scheduling may be 

performed from several others on that same network as well as by the local 

machine itself. This allows the EPIC system to be used as an EDI gateway from 

a network to the outside world. 

The batch command processor, BATCH.EXE, can be invoked from an operating 

system "Batch" file. The system could therefore easily be set to schedule several 

files, to make a call out to all the necessary trading partners and then to extract 

any received files into an area where they can be processed by in-house 

systems. The DOS batch command for such a process could look something like 

the following: 

BATCH.EXE SENDIT.CMD 

The command shown above will start the process by performing the EPIC 

command file SENDIT.CMD. This file may contain the batch commands 

necessary to schedule files for transmission. It may look something like the 

following: 

-SNDFILE 

LOCAL=TRAD 

PCFILE=C:\DATA\INVFILE.DAT 

VIRTFILE=INVOICES 
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-END 

-DIRUPDAT 

LOCAL=TR02 

MAKECALL=Y 

-END 

The first command (-SNDFILE) of this file will schedule a Non-EDI data file called 

"C:\DATA\INVFILE.DAT" to be sent to a trading partner whose local code is 

"TRAD". The virtual filename for the transfer will be "INVOICES". The "-END" 

statement ends the current command.  

The next command is "-DIRUPDAT" which will update the user directory of the 

local code TR02 entry, setting the MAKECALL indicator to "Y". In other words, 

although there is nothing to schedule for this user, we still wish to make the call 

in case they have files scheduled for us to receive. The final "-END" ends the "-

DIRUPDAT" command. 

This is a very simple example. In reality the files may be much larger and user-

written programs may be run, scanning the response file for particular events 

and taking the necessary action on them. In certain sophisticated systems even 

the command file itself may be created by a program, as its format is very 

simple. 

2.3 Commands File 

The commands file, as we have seen above, is really just an ASCII text file that 

contains an exact description of the sequence of events that BATCH.EXE is 

required to go through in this particular session. You can create as many 

command files as required for use, as and when necessary. There is no limit to 

the size of the commands files and they can take any name acceptable to the 

operating system. 

The commands file input to batch EPIC has the following technical 

characteristics:  

 Variable length records each terminated by a carriage return and line feed 

combination (hex 0D0A) i.e. a normal ASCII text file. 

 Maximum length of records ( excluding C/R & L/F ) should not exceed 79 

bytes 

 Commands all start with a hyphen (-) 

 Comments, which are ignored by EPIC, start with an asterisk (*). It is 

suggested that comments are used to document the functioning of the 

command file. Make the comments clear and easy to read as it will assist any 

later amendments to the system. 

 Leading spaces on each line are ignored. It is therefore possible to indent 

each command‟s parameters, improving the human readability of the file. 

 Wholly blank lines are ignored. It may be useful to leave blank lines between 

logical groups of commands, again improving the human readability of the file 

and easing the task of maintenance. 
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 The first non-comment record of the commands file need not be a command. 

If the first non-comment line does not start with the character (-), then EPIC 

treats it as a header or identity record, which it copies unchanged to the 

response file. Use this record to give a name to your commands file (possibly 

the same name as the commands file itself) and to relate the responses 

generated to the commands file that produced them. 

 If you create your commands file from within a program, we recommend you 

include a time stamp in the header record (the first non comment line not 

starting with (-) character) so that commands and their responses are 

uniquely related. 

For each function to be performed, include the relevant command line and, on 

separate, subsequent lines, the parameters for the command identified by a 

keyword and the (=) character. The commands, their keywords and possible 

arguments are listed later on in this section. Any keywords and arguments 

defined as mandatory must be provided. Conditional keywords and arguments 

may be omitted. 

The syntax of a typical command is shown below: 

-command 

keyword1=argument 

keyword2=argument 

. 

. 

keywordn=argument 

-END 

Note the following points on the syntax of the commands file. 

 Each -command must have a matching -END command to terminate it.  

 Keywords not supplied will take the default values specified in the command 

description section. 

 Repeat as many -command / -END sequences as required. There is no limit. 

2.4 Batch Invocation 

2.4.1 Running a Batch Command File  

Please note that the Batch Interface only acts on files that have been received 

into EPIC via EPIC comms or are to be sent via EPIC comms. 

To run EPIC in batch, first make the EPIC directory the current one – 

CD C:\Program Files\DIP\EPIC\n.n.n.nnn 

where n.n.n.nnn is the EPIC installation directory and then start the batch driver 

with: 

BATCH.EXE cmdfile [-h host] [-r response] [-v BuildNumber] [-e] 

Where the following values (not case-sensitive) are used: 
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cmdfile The name of the command file to be 

executed. It is possible to use a fully 

qualified path if required. This must be the 

first parameter following the odexbat 

command. 

host Host name or TCP/IP address of the EPIC 

server. If this parameter is not specified 

then the default host is taken from the 

information specified on the batch 

configuration dialog. 

response The name of the response file to be 

created. If not specified, the default file, 

ODEXPC.RSP will be used. 

BuildNumber Not used. This is only included for 

compatibility with existing users‟ systems. 

-e When specified, information is logged to 

the console as well as the log. 

When running the command files, the Batch Interface connects to the server 

specified in the configuration dialog (or to that specified in the command line) 

and logs on to that machine. 

It reads the command file whose name is given on the command line. For each 

command within the file, a response containing the result is written to the 

response file (the response file is called ODEXPC.RSP unless overridden by the 

command line). 

Finally BATCH.EXE logs off and disconnects from the server. 

A simple example of such a batch invocation would be: 

BATCH.EXE CONNECT1.ODX 

When the BATCH.EXE program terminates, it returns an error level to the 

operating system. This will take the form of the highest return code encountered 

during the batch run and can be monitored by the operating system batch file or 

by the calling program. It will take one of the values zero, four, eight, or twelve. 

These return codes are indications of the seriousness of any problems 

encountered during the batch run and are explained in the section on the batch 

response file (ODEXPC.RSP). 

To monitor the return codes in an operating system batch file, use the 

ERRORLEVEL variable as in the following example, which checks the batch run 

for any problems. 

BATCH.EXE SENDIT.CMD 

IF ERRORLEVEL 12 GOTO BADCOMMAND 
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IF ERRORLEVEL 8 GOTO SERIOUS 

IF ERRORLEVEL 4 GOTO PROBLEM 

IF ERRORLEVEL 0 GOTO ENDOK 

:BADCOMMAND 

ECHO **** A COMMAND WAS NOT ATTEMPTED **** 

ECHO **** PLEASE CHECK THE RESPONSE **** 

ECHO **** FILE FOR DETAILS **** 

GOTO ENDRUN 

:SERIOUS 

ECHO **** A SERIOUS ERROR WAS ENCOUNTERED **** 

ECHO **** PLEASE CHECK THE RESPONSE **** 

ECHO **** FILE FOR DETAILS **** 

GOTO ENDRUN 

:PROBLEM 

ECHO **** A PROBLEM WAS ENCOUNTERED **** 

ECHO **** PLEASE CHECK THE RESPONSE **** 

ECHO **** FILE FOR DETAILS **** 

GOTO ENDRUN 

:ENDOK 

ECHO **** END OF SUCCESSFUL RUN **** 

:ENDRUN 

2.5 Batch Response File (ODEXPC.RSP) 

In order to communicate its progress and problems to other programs and to 

monitoring personnel, BATCH.EXE writes not only a log file, which contains all 

information on the system from all users, but also a response file. The function of 

this response file is to contain the commands and their results for easy analysis. 

Note that the response file is always called ODEXPC.RSP (unless the user 

specifies otherwise at run-time) and this file is cleared at the start of each 

BATCH.EXE run. Information from previous runs will need to be copied into other 

files if it is to be preserved. For example, taking the batch file in the introduction, 

if the responses were to be preserved, the following amendment would be 

required to create a total response file called RESPONSE and print it. 

BATCH.EXE SENDIT.CMD 

COPY ODEXPC.RSP RESPONSE 

BATCH.EXE PROCESS.CMD 

COPY RESPONSE+ODEXPC.RSP RESPONSE 

COPY RESPONSE PRN 

Like the input commands file, the response file output by the batch driver 

comprises variable length records ending with C/R L/F, in other words it is a 

basic text file. The first record of the response file is the input header record 

echoed back, if it is present in the command file. Then, for each command that 

was input, a block of records like those following is generated - 

-command 

RETURN CODE nn 

ppp response1 

ppp response2 
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ppp response3 

. 

. 

ppp responsen 

Each response has a three character prefix (identified here as ppp) to identify the 

type of response for that particular input command. The responses produced 

depend upon how the command executed in that particular instance, so if you 

are using programs to examine the response file, process the responses 

according to their prefix type. The first character of the prefix will be one of the 

following characters: 

I Informational 

E Error 

M Message 

O Output 

R Report 

The remaining two characters will be numeric. 

The status of each command is indicated by the return code. This is logged as 

the second response file record for any command execution (the first is an echo 

of the command itself). The return code shows how successful the command 

was in operation. The possible return code values are - 

00 Successful, no errors 

04 Completed but with errors 

08 Could not complete because of errors 

12 Command not attempted (invalid command or 

operator bypassed it) 

The highest return code generated by a run is returned to the operating system 

as an error level at the end of the batch run. Therefore it is possible to monitor 

the general success of a run and highlight runs that had problems. This is 

explained further in the section on batch invocation. 

Taking the example command file given in our introduction to batch execution, 

the command file looked like this: 

-SNDFILE 

LOCAL=TRAD 

PCFILE=C:\DATA\INVFILE.DAT 

VIRTFILE=INVOICES 

-END 

-DIRUPDAT 

LOCAL=TR02 

MAKECALL=Y 
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-END 

The output after running BATCH.EXE with this file will look something like this: 

-SNDFILE  

RETURN CODE 00  

I01 LOCAL=TRAD  

I08 PCFILE=C:\DATA\INVFILE.DAT  

I05 VIRTFILE=INVOICES  

I99 -END  

O46 TEST-EDI-CODE  

O45 17/02/92 09:45:08 size = 000000424  

O09 00000008.CMS  

O48 92/07/23 10:23:19 INVOICES  

M99 Request Completed Successfully  

-DIRUPDAT  

RETURN CODE 00  

I01 LOCAL=TR02  

I22 MAKECALL=Y  

I99 -END  

M99 Request Completed Successfully 

Z99 BAT0006I End of command file reached  

Note that the return codes of 00 in each command indicate that both functions 

were successful. Note also how the “I” entries echo the original command lines. 

On line O46, TEST-EDI-CODE is the EDI code of the local code TRAD.  

Line O45 shows the date and time of creation of the C:\DATA\INVFILE.DAT file. 

Line O09 shows the virtual filename that the data is stored in on the EPIC 

system, ready for transmission.  

Line O48 shows the date and time and filename of the EDI Virtual file that will be 

transmitted. 

The Interpretation of the M99 Request Completed Successfully message must 

not be misunderstood. It is simply saying is that the syntax of the command was 

understood and attempted. A failure to action because of an invalid parameter 

value will still cause this M99 line to be output, because the command could be 

attempted. The real indicator of success of the command is a return code of 00. 

The following example shows a valid command with a valid parameter but an 

invalid parameter value : 

-PRMUPDAT 

RETURN CODE 04 

I01 LOCAL=TRAD 

I08 PCFILE=C:\Unknonwn.txt 

I99 –END 

E08 Invalid PC file name 

M99 Request Completed Successfully 

Z99 BAT006I End of command file reached 
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Note on the example above that M99 still appears. The only method of checking 

the failure is the response code of 04. In the next example the syntax of one of 

the parameters is incorrect, PCFILE has been intentionally changed to PCFOLE. 

This invalid syntax prevents the M99 message and prompts an M98 message. 

-SNDFILE 

RETURN CODE 08 

E00 Invalid keyword follows 

PCFOLE=C:\DATA\INVFILE.DAT 

M98 Request Not Completed. 

Z99 BAT0006I End of command file reached 

Note that the error code has been upgraded to severity 08 showing a command 

syntax failure.  

2.5.1 Commands  

There are two types of command in the EPIC batch interface:– those which are 

the equivalent of an EPIC GUI function, and those which are the equivalent of 

normal script commands (currently –DOS is the only script command available). 

The next section deals with all the EPIC batch commands, which are listed in 

alphabetical order. 

2.6 EPIC batch commands and their responses 

This section lists all the EPIC batch commands.  

For each EPIC batch command we have provided a section entitled “Provided”. 

This is a table of the parameters that are associated with each particular batch 

command. The table has five columns, the command and its parameters, the 

format and length of the parameter, whether the parameter is mandatory or 

conditional, the default value of the parameter and a short description of its 

contents.  

Where a default exists for a parameter, it is listed in the defaults column. If no 

default exists then the word „None‟ appears.  

If the command is required as is, i.e. there are no options for the command then 

nothing appears in the Format /length or Default value columns.  

The section entitled “Returned” is a list of the responses that you may receive, 

having issued a set of batch commands. This is followed by an example of the 

use of the command and its normal responses. 

The available EPIC batch commands are: -    

-CNSTRUCT This constructs a user‟s in-house file into 

a named EDI file. 

-CTLUPDAT This updates a control file entry. 
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-DIRADD This adds a new entry into a User 

Directory. 

-DIRUPDAT This updates a User Directory entry.  

-RCVFILE This displays received non-EDI file 

details. 

-RCVODETT This displays received EDI file details. 

-REPRCV This produces a report of received file 

details. 

-REPSND This produces a report of sent file 

details. 

-SNDFILE This is used to queue a non-EDI format 

file for sending. 

-SNDODETT This is used to queue an EDI format file 

for sending. 

-STOPSERVER This command can be used to stop 

EPIC running. 

-TRNSLATE This translates a user‟s EDI file into a 

named in-house file. 

-WRITELOG This can be used to write a line to the 

EPIC log. 

Enclose text fields in double or single quotes when they include spaces. 

NOTE - EPIC will terminate each command line at the first space character it encounters, so it is 

vital that quotes are used. Text entries such as COMPANY=Data Interchange will be interpreted 

as COMPANY=Data unless it is input as COMPANY="Data  Interchange". 

CUD="     "  would set the CUD field to spaces. 

In the following pages the "Provided" section Format / Length column uses a 

shorthand format similar to COBOL. 

Examples of Format/Length column formats:  

X(12) is an alphanumeric field of up to 12 characters. 

9(5) is a numeric field of maximum length 5 digits. 

999 is a numeric field of maximum length 3 digits. 

XX is an alphanumeric field of maximum length 2 digits. 
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2.6.1 -CNSTRUCT – Construct an EDI File 

The function of this command is to construct an in-house format file into an EDI 

format file. This command allows a file to be constructed without being 

scheduled for sending. 

Examples of Format/Length column formats:  

 X(12) is an alphanumeric field of up to 12 characters. 

 9(5) is a numeric field of maximum length 5 digits. 

 999 is a numeric field of maximum length 3 digits. 

 XX is an alphanumeric field of maximum length 2 digits. 

2.6.1.1 Provided 

Command Format/ 
Length 

Mandatory/ 
Conditiona
l 

Default 
Value 

Description/ Content 

-CNSTRUCT    Command Name 

HIS X(255) Mandatory None The name of the in-house 
format file to be constructed. 

DEF X(32) Mandatory None The In-house ID identifying the 
contents of the file to be 
constructed. This should 
correspond with the name 
given in the translator index 
file's HSE statement 

EDI X(255) Mandatory None The EDI output filename 

-END  Mandatory  End of Command 

2.6.1.2 Returned 

-CNSTRUCT 

RETURN CODE nn 

I94 IHS=(drive:) (path)filename(.ext)     

I95 DEF=InHouseId     

I93 EDI=(drive:) (path)filename(.ext)     

I99 –END 

M03 Number of in-house records read  = X 

M04 Number of segments written      = X 

M99 Request Completed Successfully 

M98 Request Not Completed 

E99 Missing mandatory parameter IHS 

E99 Missing mandatory parameter DEF 

E99 Missing mandatory parameter EDI 

E08 Invalid PC file name 

E00 Invalid keyword follows 

E60 CON0001A No HSE entry for (definition) on IDX file 
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E71 HIS value is longer than 255 

E71 DEF value is longer than 32 

E71 EDI value is longer than 255  

2.6.2 -CTLUPDAT - Control File Record Update 

Probably the largest usage of this command is to generate End to End 

ResPonses (EERPs) for files that have been received from trading partners 

whose network details indicate that the EERP should be generated manually. 

The command will locate and change the first record that it encounters that 

satisfies all the specified criteria, the possible criteria parameters being TYPE, 

LOCAL, VIRTDATE, VIRTTIME, VIRTFILE, FTPFILE and ODETTE. Only this 

one record will be changed. It is therefore good practice to make the record 

selection criteria as specific as possible. 

Possible unique permutations are to specify VIRTFILE with VIRTDATE and 

VIRTTIME or to specify FTPFILE on its own as it is always unique, or to specify 

ODETTE with VIRTFILE (and/or VIRTDATE and VIRTTIME). TYPE and LOCAL 

can be used to further identify the record required for update. 

Only those change parameters specified are amended in the database. All other 

fields are left at their original values. 

Important Note 

In the Batch Interface, the PRIORITY parameter values range from 1 to 9, 

where 9 is the highest priority and 1 is the lowest This differs from the way 

Priority fields are handled in the rest of EPIC, where 1 is the highest 

priority.  

Examples of Format/Length column formats:  

 X(12) is an alphanumeric field of up to 12 characters. 

 9(5) is a numeric field of maximum length 5 digits. 

 999 is a numeric field of maximum length 3 digits. 

 XX is an alphanumeric field of maximum length 2 digits. 

2.6.2.1 Provided 

Command Format/ 
Length 

Mandatory/ 
Conditiona
l 

Default 
Value 

Description / Content 

-CTLUPDAT    Command Name 

TYPE X Conditional None This states whether the 
selected record is to be a 
Received file (Value = R) or a 
Sent file (Value = S). 

LOCAL X(35) Conditional None This is the local code to be 
selected. 
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ODETTE X(35) Conditional None This is the trading partner‟s 
EDI code to be selected. 

VIRTFILE X(26) Conditional None This is the name of the virtual 
file to be selected. 

VIRTDATE 9(6) Conditional None This is the date of scheduling 
of the virtual file to be selected. 
The format is YYMMDD. 

VIRTTIME 9(6) Conditional None This is the time of scheduling 
of the virtual file to be selected. 
The format is HHMMSS. 

FTPFILE X(12) Conditional None This is the name of the 
Comms file to be selected and 
is unique in itself. 

DELETEREQ  Conditional  Use this parameter to delete 
the selected file entry from the 
database. The parameter has 
no value. This is actioned for 
Sent and Received files. 

EERP  Conditional  Use this parameter to send 
End to End Responses for the 
selected Received file. This is 
necessary when the trading 
partners "Time to send EERP" 
is set to Manual. The 
parameter has no value. This 
is actioned for Received files 
only. 

ATTEMPTS 9(3) Conditional None This changes the number of 
possible attempts at 
connection before EPIC stops 
trying to make the call. 

RETRY X Conditional None This changes the number of 
unsuccessful attempts so far at 
connection to the trading 
partner. Normally the value will 
be zero. 

FLAG XX Conditional None Not used and not echoed to 
the response file. Provided for 
compatibility with ODEXPC 

FLAGS XX Conditional None Not used and not echoed to 
the response file. Provided for 
compatibility with ODEXPLUS 

NEWVIRTFIL
E 

X(26) Conditional None This is the new EDI Virtual File 
Name. 
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EARLYDATE 9(6) Conditional None This is the new Earliest Date to 
send. In the format YYMMDD. 

EARLYTIME 9(4) Conditional None This is the new Earliest time to 
send. In the format HHMM. 

PRIORITY 9(1) Conditional None This is the new Priority. In the 
range 1 (Lowest) to 9 
(Highest). 

FORMAT X Conditional None This is the new file format. 
Valid values are F = Fixed 
length, T = Text, 
U = Unformatted, V = Variable 
length. EPIC cannot convert to 
or from V format 

RECSIZE 9(5) Conditional None If the database format is set to 
F then this is the new record 
length. For V format files this is 
the calculated max. record size 
which cannot be changed. 

USERDATA X(8) Conditional None This is the new user data. 

-END  Mandatory  End of Command 

2.6.2.2 Returned 

-CTLUPDAT  

RETURN CODE 00 

I51 TYPE=a 

I01 LOCAL=aaaa 

I29 ODETTE=aaaa 

I03 VIRTDATE=yymmdd 

I04 VIRTTIME=hhmmss 

I05 VIRTFILE=file name 

I09 FTPFILE=file name 

I66 DELETEREQ 

I99 EERP  

I52 ATTEMPTS=nnn 

I53 RETRY=a 

I55 NEWVIRTFILE=file name 

I10 EARLYDATE=yymmdd 

I11 EARLYTIME=hhmm 

I03 PRIORITY=n  

I13 FORMAT=a  

I14 RECSIZE=nnnnn  

I15 USERDATA=aaaaaaaa  

I99 -END 

 

E00 Invalid Keyword Follows 

E01 No control file entry found 

E10 Invalid date / time 
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E13 File format not F, T, U or V 

E71 Field size exceeded 

E73 Invalid numeric value 

E74 Parameter value not specified 

E75 Argument should be Y or N 

 

E88 BAT0007E Logon required 

E90 No Authority to use this option 

 

M04 CTL0510E May not update : FTP file not on disk 

M98 Request Not Completed 

M99 Request Completes Successfully 

2.6.2.3 Example 

Probably the most common use of this function is the sending of EERP's when 

the User Directory entry‟s Time to Send EERP is set to B (EERPs are then sent 

only at user request). The Command file for such an operation would look 

something like : 

-CTLUPDAT 

TYPE=R 

LOCAL=UKTE 

VIRTFILE=INVOICES 

EERP 

-END 

This command file will set the first occurrence of the EDI file, whose Virtual 

filename is INVOICES, received from UKTE local code, to be EERPd on the next 

communications session. The output ODEXPC.RSP will look like this : 

-CTLUPDAT 

RETURN CODE 00 

I51 TYPE=R 

I01 LOCAL=UKTE 

I05 VIRTFILE=INVOICES 

I99 EERP 

I99 -END  

M99 Request Completed Successfully 

Z99 BAT0006I End of command file reached 
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2.6.3 -DIRADD – Add Directory Entries 

The function of the command is to add new entries to the internal or external 

networks. Networks, Mailboxes and EDI Codes can be added. The command 

can only add entries, it does not update existing ones. 

Mandatory fields vary slightly with the different entry types that may be created. 

All entry types require the DIRTYPE, LOCAL and ODETTE parameters. 

Networks require additional NUA and CAMP parameters; Mailboxes and EDI 

Codes require an additional REDIRECT parameter.  

Some parameters are not applicable to certain entry types, for example the 

FILEDIR and CALLDIR parameters are only of use within the Network definition. 

If such parameters are included in other definitions they will not be marked as 

errors, merely ignored. 

Examples of Format/Length column formats:  

 X(12) is an alphanumeric field of up to 12 characters. 

 9(5) is a numeric field of maximum length 5 digits. 

 999 is a numeric field of maximum length 3 digits. 

 XX is an alphanumeric field of maximum length 2 digits. 

2.6.3.1 Provided 

Command Format/ 
Length 

Mandatory/ 
Conditiona
l 

Default 
Value 

Description/ Content 

-DIRADD    Command Name 

DIRTYPE X Mandatory None The type of entry to be 
created. N = Network, 
F = Mailbox, M = EDI Code. 

LOCAL X(35) Mandatory None The local code reference 

ODETTE X(35) Mandatory None The EDI code associated with 
this entry. 

CAMP X(35) Conditional None Specifies the Subsystem to be 
used for the new Network. This 
parameter is mandatory when 
the entry type is N = Network 
but is ignored for F = Mailbox 
and M = EDI Code (but still 
echoed in the response file). 

REDIRECT X(25) Conditional Spaces If DIRTYPE=N this is ignored, 
otherwise this is the EDI code 
of the associated network. 
Mandatory for Mailboxes or 
EDI Codes.   
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NUA X(15) Conditional None The Network User Address. 
Must be present if 
DIRTYPE=N and CALLDIR=O 
or B. 

ALTNUA X(15) Conditional Spaces This parameter is not used. 
Provided only for compatibility 
with ODEXPC. 

COMPANY X(30) Mandatory Spaces The company name 
associated with this entry. 

CONTACT X(20) Conditional Spaces The contact name for this 
entry. 

TEL X(20) Conditional Spaces The telephone number for the 
contact. This is used for 
information only. 

INTEXT X Conditional E I = Internal network, 
E = External network. If the 
value is not I or E, the default 
value is assumed. 

LOCKCODE X(12) Conditional Spaces This is the authorisation key 
and is required for new internal 
networks. 

SENTPASS X(8) Conditional Spaces Password to be sent. 

RECVPASS X(8) Conditional Spaces Password to be received. 

CALLDIR X Conditional B If DIRTYPE=N this determines 
whether outgoing calls will be 
initiated. I = Incoming only, 
O = Outgoing only, B = Both. 

FILEDIR X Conditional B If DIRTYPE=N this determines 
in which direction files may be 
exchanged. O = Send files 
only, I = Receive files only, 
B = Both. 

DAILY X Conditional N If DIRTYPE=N this specifies 
whether to make a call at the 
given time every day. 
Y = make daily call, N = Do 
not. 

EARLYTIME 9(4) Conditional Spaces If DIRTYPE=N this is the 
earliest time to make an 
outgoing call to this entry. In 
the format HHMM. 

FORMAT X Conditional Spaces If DIRTYPE=N or F this is the 
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default file format. Permitted 
values are F = Fixed length, 
T = Text, U = Unformatted, 
V = Variable length. 

RECSIZE 9(5) Conditional Spaces If DIRTYPE=N or F this is the 
default record size. 

CUD X(48) Conditional Spaces If DIRTYPE=N this is the Call 
User Data. 

MAKECALL X Mandatory N If DIRTYPE=N then Y = make 
an outgoing call even if no files 
are scheduled to this node. 
N = do not make an outgoing 
call unless files are scheduled.  

PRIORITY 9 Conditional 5 Not used. Provided for 
compatibility with ODEXPC 

ATTEMPTS 999 Conditional 0 If DIRTYPE=N this is the 
number of attempts so far to 
contact this network. 

MAXRETRY 999 Conditional 7 If DIRTYPE=N this is the 
maximum number of attempts 
that will be made to contact 
this network. 

INTERVAL 9(4) Conditional 10 If DIRTYPE=N this is the time 
period in minutes between 
each attempt to contact this 
network. 

USERDATA X(8) Conditional Spaces If DIRTYPE=N this is the SSID 
user data to be used for 
whatever purpose the user 
requires. 

THRESHOLD 9 Conditional Spaces Not used. Provided for 
compatibility with ODEXPC 

WFDISC X Conditional N Not used. Provided for 
compatibility with ODEXPC 

EERPTIME X Conditional A If DIRTYPE=N or F this is the 
time to send the end to end 
response. A = on file receipt, 
B = on user request, C = on 
file extraction. 

ISDNNUM 9(25) Conditional Spaces Not used. Provided for 
compatibility with ODEXPC. 
Use the appropriate CAMP 
name and NUA. 
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ISDNSUB 9(10) Conditional Spaces Not used. Provided for 
compatibility with ODEXPC 

-END  Mandatory  End of Command 

2.6.3.2 Returned 

-DIRADD 

RETURN CODE nn 

I95 DIRTYPE=N 

I00 CAMP=CAMP 

I29 ODETTE=TEST-EDI-CODE 

I86 COMPANY=TEST 

I87 CONTACT=TEST 

I80 TEL=1234567890 

I01 LOCAL=TEST 

I97 NUA=23422120017020 

I13 FORMAT=F 

I14 RECSIZE=80 

I89 SENTPASS=SENDPASS 

I90 RECVPASS=RECVPASS 

I91 CALLDIR=B 

I92 FILEDIR=B 

I88 INTEXT=E 

I15 USERDATA=USERDATA 

I22 MAKECALL=Y 

I03 PRIORITY=1 

I93 DAILY=Y 

I11 EARLYTIME=1200 

I52 ATTEMPTS=1 

I25 MAXRETRY=10 

I26 INTERVAL=1 

I94 CUD='01'02'03ABC 

I10 EERPTIME=A 

I99 –END 

E1 REDIRECT code must be specified for File and Message nodes 

E1 CALLDIR must be ‘B’, ‘I’ or ‘O’ 

E1 FILEDIR must be ‘B’, ‘I’ or ‘O’ 

E1 EERPTIME must be ‘A’, ‘B’ or ‘C’ 

E01 LOCAL value already exists 

E01 Unknown CAMP name 

E10 Invalid early time. Use HHMM 

E13 FORMAT=X value is Not ‘F’, ‘T’, ‘U’ or ‘V’ 

E14 XXXX must be specified for Network nodes 

E16 DIRTYPE X is not ‘N’, ‘F’ or ‘M’ 

E21 Record Creation Failed 

E22 Invalid entry code 

E23 Invalid EDI Code 

E24 Must be (I)nternal or (E)xternal 

E25 Invalid local code 

E26 Duplicate local code 

E27 NUA not numeric 

E28 File format not F,T,U or V 
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E29 Invalid record size 

E30 Invalid send password 

E31 Invalid received password 

E32 Call direction not B, I or O 

E33 File direction must be B, S or R 

E34 User data format invalid 

E35 Outgoing call request not Y or N 

E36 Call request/call direction incompatible 

E37 Priority not in range 0 to 9 

E38 Daily call request not Y or N 

E39 Daily call/call direction incompatible 

E40 Invalid daily call time 

E41 Call attempts not numeric 

E42 Max. call attempts not numeric 

E43 Call attempts interval not numeric 

E44 Invalid call user data 

E45 Only 16 bytes allowed 

E46 Cannot be specified for internal 

E47 Threshold not in range 1 to 8 

E48 Wait for Disconnect must be Y or N 

E49 EDI indirection code MUST be a Network Node 

E49 EDI indirection code MUST be a Network or File node 

E55 Duplicate EDI code 

E71 XXXX value is longer than X 

E72 Numeric field size exceeded 

E73 KEYWORD=VALUE value is not numeric 

E74 No parameter allowed 

E75 KEYWORD=VALUE value is Not ‘Y’ or ‘N’ 

E90 No authority to use this option 

E99 Missing mandatory parameter XXXX 

2.6.3.3 Example 

It is required to set up a new trading partner‟s network with the default options. 

The command file would look something like this : 

-DIRADD 

DIRTYPE=N 

LOCAL=NEW1 

ODETTE=EDI-CODE 

CAMP=OFTP SUBSYSTEM 

NUA=23422120017000 

-END 

The resultant response file would look like this: 

-DIRADD 

RETURN CODE 00 

I95 DIRTYPE=N 

I01 LOCAL=NEW1 

I29 ODETTE=EDI-CODE 

I00 CAMP=OFTP SUBSYSTEM  

I97 NUA=23422120017000 

I99 -END 
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M99 Request Completed Successfully 

Z99 BAT0006I End of command file reached 

The return code of 00 shows that the command was successful, otherwise there 

is just the echoing back of the commands and parameters followed by the M99 

and Z99 lines. 
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2.6.4 -DIRUPDAT – Directory Update Command 

The function of this command is to update an already existing Network or 

Mailbox. This command will not create new Networks or Mailboxes. Only those 

parameters that require change need be specified. 

The LOCAL code must be specified for any amendment (Note that this code 

itself cannot be changed) and the entry with the given LOCAL code must already 

exist. 

Some parameters are not applicable to certain entries, for example the FILEDIR 

and CALLDIR parameters are only of use within a Network. If such parameters 

are included in other definitions they will not be flagged as errors, merely 

ignored. 

Examples of Format/Length column formats:  

 X(12) is an alphanumeric field of up to 12 characters. 

 9(5) is a numeric field of maximum length 5 digits. 

 999 is a numeric field of maximum length 3 digits. 

 XX is an alphanumeric field of maximum length 2 digits. 

2.6.4.1 Provided 

Command Format/ 
Length 

Mandatory/ 
Conditiona
l 

Default 
Value 

Description / Content 

-DIRUPDAT    Command Name 

DELETEREQ    Include this parameter to 
delete the selected Network or 
Mailbox.  

LOCAL X(35) Conditional None The local code. Either this or 
the ODETTE parameter must 
be specified for an existing 
Network or Mailbox entry. 

ODETTE X(35) Conditional None The EDI code. Either this or 
the LOCAL parameter must be 
specified for an existing 
Network or Mailbox entry. 

MAKECALL X Conditional None Only applicable to Networks. 
Y = make an outgoing call 
even if no files are scheduled 
to this network. N = do not 
make an outgoing call unless 
files are scheduled. 

PRIORITY 9(1) Conditional None This parameter is not used. It 
is included only for 
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compatibility with EPIC/PC. 

ATTEMPTS 9(3) Conditional None Only applicable to Networks. 
This is the number of attempts 
so far to contact this network. 

MAXRETRY 9(3) Conditional None Only applicable to Networks. 
This is the maximum number 
of attempts that will be made 
to contact this network. 

INTERVAL 9(4) Conditional None Only applicable to Networks. 
This is the time period in 
minutes between each attempt 
to contact this network. 

USERDATA X(8) Conditional None Only applicable to Networks. 
This is the SSID user data to 
be used for whatever purpose 
the user requires. 

CAMP X(35) Conditional None Specifies the Subsystem to be 
used for the new Network. This 
parameter is mandatory for 
a Network but is ignored for   
Mailboxes and EDI Codes. 
CAMP must equate to a 
Subsystem name in EPIC. 

NUA X(15) Conditional None Only applicable to Networks. 
This is the Network User 
Address. 

ALTNUA 9(15) Conditional None This parameter is not used. 
Provided only for compatibility 
with ODEXPC. 

COMPANY X(30) Conditional None The company name 
associated with this entry. 

CONTACT X(20) Conditional None The contact name for this 
company. 

TEL X(20) Conditional None The telephone number for this 
contact/company. (For 
information only). 

LOCKCODE X(12) Conditional Spaces Required only for internal 
networks. 

SENTPASS X(8) Conditional None Password to be sent. 

RECVPASS X(8) Conditional None Password to be received 

CALLDIR X Conditional None Only applicable to Networks. 
This determines whether 
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outgoing calls will be initiated. 
I = Incoming only, 
O = Outgoing only, B = Both. 

FILEDIR X Conditional None Only applicable to Networks. 
This determines in which 
direction files may be 
exchanged. S = Send files 
only, R = Receive files only, 
B = Both. 

DAILY X Conditional None Only applicable to Networks. 
This specifies whether to make 
a call at the given time every 
day. Y = make daily call, 
N = Do not 

EARLYTIME 9(4) Conditional None Only applicable to Networks. 
This is the earliest time to 
make an outgoing call to this 
network. In the format HHMM. 

FORMAT X Conditional None Not used. Provided for 
compatibility with ODEXPC 

RECSIZE 9(5) Conditional None Not used. Provided for 
compatibility with ODEXPC 

CUD X(48) Conditional None Only applicable to Networks. 
This is the Call User Data. 

THRESHOLD 9 Conditional None Not used. Provided for 
compatibility with ODEXPC 

WFDISC X Conditional None Not used. Provided for 
compatibility with ODEXPC 

EERPTIME X Conditional None Applicable to Networks and 
Mailboxes. This is the time to 
send the end to end response. 
A = on file receipt, B = on user 
request, C = on file extraction. 

ISDNNUM 9(25) Conditional None Not used. Provided for 
compatibility with ODEXPC. 
Use the appropriate CAMP 
name and NUA. 

ISDNSUB 9(10) Conditional None Not used. Provided for 
compatibility with ODEXPC. 

-END  Mandatory  End of Command 

2.6.4.2 Returned 

-DIRUPDAT 
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RETURN CODE NN 

I01 LOCAL=XXXX 

I29 ODETTE=XXXX 

I22 MAKECALL=Y 

I52 ATTEMPTS=NNN 

I25 MAXRETRY=NNN 

I26 INTERVAL=NNNN 

I27 USERDATA=XXXXXXXX 

I86 COMPANY=CHANGED-NAME 

I87 CONTACT=CHANGED TEST 

I80 TEL=1111111111 

I97 NUA=22222222222222 

I13 FORMAT=V 

I14 RECSIZE=2048 

I89 SENTPASS=CHNDPASS 

I90 RECVPASS=CHCVPASS 

I91 CALLDIR=B 

I92 FILEDIR=B 

I93 DAILY=N 

I11 EARLYTIME=1300 

I94 CUD=CHANGEDTEXT 

I10 EERPTIME=B 

I66 DELETEREQ 

I00 CAMP=XXX 

I99 -END 

 

E00 Invalid Keyword Follows 

E01 No directory entry found 

E1  PARAM must be ‘X’, ‘Y’ or ‘Z’ 

E10 Invalid early date / time 

E13 File format not F, T, U or V 

E14 Either LOCAL or ODETTE must be specified 

E71 Field size exceeded 

E73 Invalid numeric value 

E74 No parameter allowed 

E75 Argument should be Y or N 

 

M98 Request not completed. 

M99 Request Completed Successfully 

Z99 BAT006I End of command file reached 

2.6.4.3 Example 

The most commonly found example of the use of this command is in its ability to 

ask EPIC to make an outgoing call even if there is no file to send. This is very 

useful, especially for those DOS users who connect by an async method and 

who therefore cannot be directly called by another X.25 user. This parameter 

means that they can call out to a trading partner even if they have no files to 

send. 

The sample command file is extremely simple and looks something like this : 

-DIRUPDAT 
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LOCAL=UKTE 

MAKECALL=Y 

-END 

This will generate the following response file, as well as asking EPIC to make the 

outgoing call to the NUA of local code UKTE the next time that communications 

are loaded. 

-DIRUPDAT 

RETURN CODE 00 

I01 LOCAL=UKTE 

I22 MAKECALL=Y 

I99 -END 

M99 Request Completed Successfully 

Z99 BAT0006I End of command file reached 

The above response file needs little explanation. The return code of 00 says that 

the function was successful. The rest of the lines are just the echo back of the 

commands and parameters, and the termination lines (M99 and Z99). 
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2.6.5 -RCVFILE – Extract Data File 

This command acts on non-EDI files received via EPIC comms. Its function is 

two-fold. Firstly it is designed to extract a non-EDI file from the EPIC system and 

write it to a PC file. Secondly it is able to extract EDI data from selected EDI 

format files on the EPIC system and write this data to a PC file. Unlike the -

RCVODETT command, only one file at a time is concerned in this data extraction 

process.  

Sufficient information must be given in the parameters to uniquely identify this 

file, otherwise EPIC will extract the first file matching the required criteria that it 

comes across. The output file is cleared before the extracted data is added. 

Examples of Format/Length column formats:  

 X(12) is an alphanumeric field of up to 12 characters. 

 9(5) is a numeric field of maximum length 5 digits. 

 999 is a numeric field of maximum length 3 digits. 

 XX is an alphanumeric field of maximum length 2 digits. 

2.6.5.1 Provided 

Command Format/ 
Length 

Mandatory/
Conditiona
l 

Default 
Value 

Description / Content 

-RCVFILE    Command Name 

LOCAL X(35) Conditional None The local code of the company 
that sent the file to be 
extracted. 

VIRTDATE 9(6) Conditional None The date of the virtual file to be 
extracted in the format 
YYMMDD. 

VIRTTIME 9(6) Conditional None The time of the virtual file to be 
extracted in the format 
HHMMSS. 

VIRTFILE X(26) Conditional None The virtual filename of the file 
to be extracted. 

FTPFILE X(12) Conditional None The disk name of the file to be 
extracted. Format will be 
nnnnnnnn.CMS 

FILETYPE X(1) Conditional None B, O or C for both, old or 
current respectively. 

PCFILE X(255) Mandatory None The PC filename in which to 
place the extracted data, in the 
format 
(drive:)(path)filename(.extensi
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on) 

MSGTYPE X(8) Conditional UNKN
OWN 

If a file contains EDI data, then 
a specified message type can 
be extracted from it. This 
parameter specifies that 
message type. The default 
parameter "UNKNOWN" 
specifies a non-EDI file. 

NEW  Conditional  If this is specified then the 
latest non-EDI file (message 
type of "Unknown") is 
retrieved. 

OLD  Conditional  If this is specified then the 
oldest non-EDI file (message 
type of "Unknown") is 
retrieved. 

-END  Mandatory  End of Command 

2.6.5.2 Notes 

Three general parameter groups can be selected from the above table. The 

output PC filename is mandatory and will always be present so has been 

excluded from this commentary. 

NEW or OLD is mandatory when combined with LOCAL or MSGTYPE or 

VIRTFILE, or a combination of these three.  

If just OLD is specified, then the oldest non-EDI file (message type of 

"Unknown") is extracted.  

If OLD and MSGTYPE parameters are specified then the oldest EDI message of 

that message type is extracted.  

A similar process happens with the NEW parameter except that the latest file or 

message type is extracted.  

The same functioning as MSGTYPE happens with LOCAL and VIRTFILE except 

that it will be the oldest or newest file for the specified local code or virtual 

filename that is extracted.  

The parameters NEW and OLD obviously should not appear together in the 

same command set. 

The parameters VIRTFILE, VIRTDATE, VIRTTIME, and LOCAL, when 

appearing together will specify a particular interchange for extraction. 

The third method of extraction is to use the parameters FTPFILE and LOCAL. 

This obviously only applies when the disk file name of the Received file is known 

at the time of the batch run, which will be relatively rare. 
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2.6.5.3 Returned 

-RCVFILE 

RETURN CODE nn 

I01 LOCAL=aaaa 

I03 VIRTDATE=yymmdd 

I04 VIRTTIME=hhmmss 

I05 VIRTFILE=file name 

I08 PCFILE= (drive:)(path)filename(.ext) 

I02 MSGTYPE=aaaaaaaa 

I16 FILETYPE=B 

I10 NEW 

I10 OLD 

I99 –END 

 

O47 SFID code of sender 

O09 FTP filename 

O02 MSGTYPE of file 

O48 VDT VFN of file 

 

E00 Invalid Keyword Follows 

E74 No parameter allowed 

 

M02 Invalid PC file name 

 

M99 Request Completed Successfully 

 

Z99 BAT0006I End of command file reached 

2.6.5.4 Examples 

The following example is a general search and extract of the DELINS messages 

on the oldest file containing DELINS messages sent from the trading partner 

whose local code is UKTE. 

RCVFILE EXAMPLE HEADER 

-RCVFILE 

LOCAL=UKTE 

MSGTYPE=DELINS 

PCFILE=OUTPUT 

OLD 

-END 

The response to this file, would be an output to the ODEXPC.RSP file of lines 

similar to the following. 

RCVFILE EXAMPLE HEADER 

-RCVFILE 

RETURN CODE 00 

I01 LOCAL=UKTE 

I02 MSGTYPE=DELINS 

I08 PCFILE=OUTPUT 

I10 OLD 

I99 -END 
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O47 UK-TEST 

O09 00000003.CMS 

O02 DELINS 

O48 92/08/03/11:39:22 TEST.EDI 

M99 Request Completed Successfully 

Z99 BAT0006I End of command file reached 

The first line of the response file shows the header from the input file and is only 

a text comment. The second line shows the command and is followed by the 

return code which shows a successful extraction. The following five lines are 

echoes of the batch file commands.  

Line O47 shows that the file extracted was sent by EDI code UK-TEST (local 

code UKTE).  

Line O09 states that the information retrieved was stored in disk file 

00000003.CMS.  

Line O02 states that a DELINS message was retrieved.  

Line O48 details the date, time and filename of the Virtual file that was received. 

The date and time refer to the date and time that the file was scheduled for 

transmission and not the time of receipt. 

Line M99 shows that this request was completed successfully and Z99 indicates 

that this is the end of the Batch command file. The data extracted would have 

been written to a file called OUTPUT on the current directory. 
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2.6.6 -RCVODETT – Extract EDI Data 

This command acts on EDI files received via EPIC comms. The function of this 

command is to extract EDI data from the EPIC system into a PC file which can 

then be translated and used. EPIC files that have been received via comms are 

stored in the ..\Data\Comms_In directory of the EPIC installation directory. These 

files are scanned by this command for data of the type given in the MSGTYPE 

parameter, and all data matching the descriptions is written to the output PC file. 

Only the files that have been received correctly are extracted. All others are left 

on the system until the next run of this command (or a manual extraction is 

performed). 

This process allows the user to, for example, scan the incoming messages for all 

invoice data files so that the received invoices can be extracted, translated and 

fed into this period‟s purchase ledger run. The extraction is limited to a single 

trading partner. 

The PC file used as the output file from this command will be cleared of all other 

data before being written to, thus giving the added security that the files‟ data 

from last month will not be used again. 

Examples of Format/Length column formats:  

 X(12) is an alphanumeric field of up to 12 characters. 

 9(5) is a numeric field of maximum length 5 digits. 

 999 is a numeric field of maximum length 3 digits. 

 XX is an alphanumeric field of maximum length 2 digits. 

2.6.6.1 Provided 

Command Format/ 
Length 

Mandatory/ 
Conditiona
l 

Default 
Value 

Description / Content 

-RCVODETT    Command Name 

MSGTYPE X(8) Mandatory None The message type required for 
extraction. E.g. INVOIC, 
DELINS, etc. Wildcards of * 
and ? may be used. 

PCFILE X(255) Mandatory None The output PC filename in the 
format 
(drive:)(path)filename(.extensi
on). Only the filename is 
mandatory. 

LOCAL X(35) Conditional None Use this to restrict the search 
to a specified local code. 

VALORIG X(1) Conditional None This parameter is valid for this 
command, but specifying it will 
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have no influence on what 
happens. 

-END  Mandatory  End of Command 

2.6.6.2 Returned 

-RCVODETT 

RETURN CODE nn 

I02 MSGTYPE=aaaaaaaa 

I08 PCFILE= (drive:)(path)filename(.ext) 

I01 LOCAL=aaaa 

I56 VALORIG=Y 

I99 -END 

 

O47 originating SFID 

O09 FTP file name 

O30 originating name 

O02 msg. type 

O48 yy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss virtual-file-name 

 

M98 Request not completed 

M99 Request Completed Successfully 

 

E00 Invalid keyword follows 

Z99 BAT0006I End of command file reached 

2.6.6.3 Example 

In the following example, two files containing DELINS messages, and maybe 

other different types of messages, has been sent to the EPIC system and 

successfully received. An EERP has been sent back to the sender as 

confirmation of receipt. We are now in a position to extract the EDI data, and the 

portion of the command file to do this would look something like this : 

-RCVODETT 

MSGTYPE=DELINS 

PCFILE=C:\DELIVINS.EDI 

-END 

No local code was specified so all the completed disk files will be scanned, and 

not just those from a particular local code. The data will be written to a file called 

C:\DELIVINS.EDI for later processing. The response file ODEXPC.RSP will look 

something like this : 

-RCVODETT 

RETURN CODE 00 

I02 MSGTYPE=DELINS 

I08 PCFILE=C:\DELIVINS.EDI 

I99 -END 

O47 023987DD1028ED 

O09 00000002.CMS 

O30 Data Interchange Plc 
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O02 DELINS 

O48 92/07/30 09:39:21 DELIVERY-INST 

O47 043987DD1028ED 

O09 00000003.CMS 

O30 Data Interchange Plc 

O02 DELFOR 

O48 92/07/31 09:39:21 DELIVERY-INST2 

M99 Request Completed Successfully 

Z99 BAT0006I End of command file reached 

In the sample ODEXPC.RSP file shown above, it can be seen that the 

transaction was successful by the return code on the second line and by the M99 

line next to the end. BATCH.EXE would also have exited with the operating 

system error level set to zero. 

Taking the ODEXPC.RSP file line by line, the lines starting with the letter I are 

the command file lines being echoed across to the response file. 

Line O47 gives the SFID code of the originator mailbox. 

Line O09 gives the name of the disk file in which the message was stored in the 

EPIC system.  

This is followed by O30 which gives the name of the originator mailbox. 

The next line in the group is O02 which gives the message type of the first 

message in the file. 

These are followed by the O48 line which is the virtual date and time along with 

the virtual filename of the received file. 

As you can see above, the above group of O type records are output once for 

each received file that is extracted (two files so two groups). 

Finally M99 states that the -RCVODETT command has been completed 

successfully and Z99 shows that the end of the commands file has been 

reached. 
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2.6.7 -REPRCV – Report on Received Files 

The purpose of this command is to generate a report, either to a file or to a 

printer, which shows details of all files that have been received by EPIC (or part 

received) and their current status on the system. This command can be used to 

check that a file has been successfully received and whether or not the EERP 

has been sent back. The parameters on the command allow the user to select a 

useful range of possible outputs varying from a list of the whole file to a selected 

single transaction. 

It is possible to obtain a complete list of all currently received files (Status = C) to 

the printer (PRN) by just giving the command and the end statement (-REPRCV 

and -END) and no parameters at all. To report on a single file, specify either 

VIRTFILE and VIRTDATE and VIRTTIME or FTPFILE. To report on all files from 

a particular trading partner, use the local code parameter etc. 

A print is generated which is virtually identical in format to the output from the 

response file as shown in the examples, the only difference being that the line 

references are omitted on the print output but page headers and dotted lines to 

divide the entries are included.. 

Examples of Format/Length column formats:  

 X(12) is an alphanumeric field of up to 12 characters. 

 9(5) is a numeric field of maximum length 5 digits. 

 999 is a numeric field of maximum length 3 digits. 

 XX is an alphanumeric field of maximum length 2 digits. 

2.6.7.1 Provided 

Command Format/ 
Length 

Mandatory/ 
Conditiona
l 

Default 
Value 

Description / Content 

-REPRCV    Command Name 

FILETYPE X Conditional C Type of file to select. 
C = Current files (Not yet 
EERPd or extracted). O = Old 
files (both EERPd and 
extracted). B = Both 

LOCAL X(35) Conditional None Local code to select. 

MSGTYPE X(8) Conditional None Message type to select. 

DESTINATIO
N 

X(255) Conditional PRN The destination of the output. 
PRN sends to printer, 
otherwise use a filename in the 
format 
(drive:)(path)filename(.extensi
on). 
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FTPFILE X(12) Conditional None The disk file to select. 

VIRTFILE X(26) Conditional None The virtual filename to select. 

VIRTDATE 9(6) Conditional None The date of the virtual file to 
select. In the format YYMMDD. 

VIRTTIME 9(6) Conditional None The time of the virtual file to 
select. In the format HHMMSS. 

-END  Mandatory  End of Command 

2.6.7.2 Returned 

-REPRCV 

RETURN CODE nn  

I01 LOCAL=aaaa  

I02 MSGTYPE=aaaaaaaa  

I03 VIRTDATE=yymmdd 

I04 VIRTTIME=hhmmss 

I05 VIRTFILE=file name 

I09 FTPFILE=file name  

I16 FILETYPE=t 

I70 DESTINATION=dest 

I99 -END  

 

E01 Unable to allocate working storage 

E01 Unable to open output device /file 

E01 Unable to open output device /file 

E04 Invalid virtual time 

E10 Invalid virtual date 

E16 File format not F, T, U or V 

E51 Name contains invalid Odette characters 

E71 Field size exceeded 

 

R19 Data Interchange UK-TEST (UKTE 

R05 Virtual name 92/08/03 17:22:17 TESTDATAFILE 

R08 PC name 92/02/17 09:45:08 c:\autoexec.bat 

R09 FTP name 92/08/03 17:22:16 00000007.CMS 

R02 Message type UNKNOWN 

R15 User data 

R26 Received 92/08/03 17:22:16 

R27 EERP sent 92/08/03 17:21:00 

R29 U 00000 0000001 0 Y 000000000 000000000000 40 

R18 Current send files = 3 

2.6.7.3 Example 

The following example will generate a print of all files received from a trading 

partner with the local code of UKTE, whether old or current (i.e. B for both) 

writing the output to a file called OUTPUT instead of the printer. 

REPRCV EXAMPLE  
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-REPRCV  

LOCAL=UKTE 

FILETYPE=B 

DESTINATION=OUTPUT  

-END  

The response file, ODEXPC.RSP, generated by this command file will echo the 

output to the OUTPUT file in all except the initial echoing back of the commands 

and the line reference number on each line. It could look something like the 

following : 

REPRCV EXAMPLE 

-REPRCV 

RETURN CODE 00 

I01 LOCAL=UKTE 

I16 FILETYPE=B 

I70 DESTINATION=OUTPUT 

I99 -END 

R19 Data Interchange                       UK-TEST                    

(UKTE 

R05 Virtual name     92/08/03 11:39:22 TEST.EDI 

R08 PC name          92/08/05 09:09:56 OUTPUT 

R09 FTP name         92/08/03 11:54:32 00000003.CMS 

R02 Message type     DELINS Version 

R15 User data 

R26 Received         92/08/03 11:56:06 

R27 EERP sent        92/08/03 11:57:53 

R28 Last reason      00 - File successfully processed 

R29                   U  00000 0000009   0     Y    000000000 

000000008291   98 

R19 Data Interchange                       UK-TEST                    

(UKTE 

R05 Virtual name     92/08/03 11:39:39 TEST.EDI 

R08 PC name          92/08/05 09:09:58 OUTPUT 

R09 FTP name         92/08/03 11:56:11 00000004.CMS 

R02 Message type     DELINS   Version 

R15 User data 

R26 Received         92/08/03 11:57:45 

R27 EERP sent        92/08/03 11:57:50 

R28 Last reason      00 - File successfully processed 

R29                   U  00000 0000009   0     Y    000000000 

000000008291    98 

R19 Data Interchange                       UK-TEST                    

(UKTE 

R05 Virtual name     92/07/31 11:25:13 CONFIG.SYS 

R08 PC name          --/--/-- --:--:-- 

R09 FTP name         92/07/31 11:35:41 00000000.CMS 

R02 Message type     UNKNOWN 

R15 User data 

R26 Received         92/07/31 11:36:04 

R27 EERP sent        92/07/31 11:42:39 

R28 Last reason      00 - File successfully processed 
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R29                   U  00000 0000002   0     Y    000000000 

000000001695    98 

R19 Both current & old received files = 3 

M99 Request Completed Successfully  

Z99 BAT0006I End of command file reached 

In the above example, three files have been received from local code UKTE. The 

first few lines are the echoes of the command file, this is followed by the three file 

entry groups.  

Each file entry starts with an R19 line giving the trading partner‟s company 

name, looked up from the Trading Partner entries, the EDI code of the trading 

partner, and their local code.  

This is followed by an R05 line showing the date and time of scheduling and the 

virtual filename.  

The R08 line shows the date and time of creation of the extraction PC filename 

and the filename itself. If the file has not yet been extracted from EPIC then the 

date and time will be set to hyphens and the filename will be spaces.  

The R09 line shows the date and time of creation of the disk file and its actual 

name.  

The R02 line shows the message type contained within the file, in multi-message 

files this will be the message type of the first message within the file. UNKNOWN 

indicates that the file contains non-EDI type data.  

The R15 line shows the 8 characters of user data, if they are defined.  

Line R26 shows the date and time the file was received. This will normally be the 

time of the end of the file receive, when the EFID (End File Identifier) is 

transmitted, but if transmission is interrupted part way through, this will show that 

time.  

Line R27 shows the date and time that the EERP (End to End Response) was 

sent. This will be set to hyphens for the date and time if the EERP has not yet 

been received.  

Line R28 states the last reason for failure or success. It will normally say 00 - File 

successfully processed, but in the case of transmission failure it will give the 

reason code and reason for the last failure. 

Line R29 is a complex line containing the following value in order. 

The first value is the file format, F, T, U or V. 

The second value is the record length if the file was fixed length records. 

Otherwise this is set to zeros. 

The third value is the size of the file in Kilobytes, rounded to the nearest 1K. 

The fourth value is the number of attempts to send this file so far. 
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The fifth value is an indicator stating whether retries are allowed or not. A value 

of Y indicates that they are allowed. 

The sixth value is the number of records transmitted for files with fixed length 

records, otherwise it is zero. 

The seventh value is the actual file size received, in bytes. 

The eighth and last value is the status flag for the file.  

Line R18 states the number of files, of the file type specified, appearing on the 

report.  

This is followed by M99 and Z99 indicating a successful report. 
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2.6.8 -REPSND – Report on Scheduled Files 

The purpose of this command is to generate a report, either to a file or to a 

printer, which shows details of all files that have been scheduled by EPIC for 

sending and their current status on the system. This command can be used to 

check that a file has been successfully sent and whether or not the associated 

EERP has been received. The parameters on the command allow the user to 

select a useful range of possible outputs varying from a list of the whole file to a 

selected single transaction. 

It is possible to obtain a complete list of all currently scheduled files (Status = C) 

to the printer (PRN) by just giving the command and the end statement (-

REPSND and -END) and no parameters at all. To report on a single file, specify 

either VIRTFILE and VIRTDATE and VIRTTIME or FTPFILE. To report on all 

files for a particular trading partner, use the local code parameter etc. 

A print is generated which is virtually identical in format to the output from the 

response file as shown in the examples, the only difference being that the line 

references are omitted on the print output but page headers and dotted lines to 

divide the entries are included. 

Examples of Format/Length column formats:  

 X(12) is an alphanumeric field of up to 12 characters. 

 9(5) is a numeric field of maximum length 5 digits. 

 999 is a numeric field of maximum length 3 digits. 

 XX is an alphanumeric field of maximum length 2 digits. 

2.6.8.1 Provided 

Command Format/ 
Length 

Mandatory/
Conditiona
l 

Default 
Value 

Description / Content 

-REPSND    Command Name 

FILETYPE X Conditional C Type of file to select. 
C = Current files (Not yet sent 
or acknowledged). O = Old 
files (both sent and 
acknowledged with EERP).  
B = Both. 

LOCAL X(35) Conditional None Local code to select. 

MSGTYPE X(8) Conditional None Message type to select. 

DESTINATIO
N 

X(30) Conditional PRN The destination of the output. 
PRN sends to printer, 
otherwise use a filename in the 
format 
(drive:)(path)filename(.extensi
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on). 

FTPFILE X(12) Conditional None The disk file to select. 

VIRTFILE X(26) Conditional None The virtual filename to select. 

VIRTDATE 9(6) Conditional None The date of the virtual file to 
select. In the format YYMMDD. 

VIRTTIME 9(6) Conditional None The time of the virtual file to 
select. In the format HHMMSS. 

-END  Mandatory  End of Command 

2.6.8.2 Returned 

-REPSND 

RETURN CODE nn 

I01 LOCAL=aaaa 

I02 MSGTYPE=aaaaaaaa 

I03 VIRTDATE=yymmdd 

I04 VIRTTIME=hhmmss 

I05 VIRTFILE=file name 

I09 FTPFILE=file name 

I16 FILETYPE=t 

I70 DESTINATION=dest 

I99 -END 

 

E01 Unable to allocate working storage 

E01 Unable to open output device /file 

E03 Invalid early date / time 

E04 Invalid early date / time 

E16 File format not F, T, U or V 

E50 Name contains invalid Odette characters 

E71 Field size exceeded 

 

R19 Data Interchange                       UK-TEST                    

(UKTE 

R05 Virtual name     92/08/03 17:22:17 TESTDATAFILE  

R08 PC name          92/02/17 09:45:08 c:\autoexec.bat  

R09 FTP name         92/08/03 17:22:16 S0000007.ODX  

R02 Message type     UNKNOWN  

R15 User data  

R12 Priority         5  

R24 Scheduled at     92/08/03 17:22:16  

R10 Send after       92/08/03 17:21:00  

R26 Transmitted      --/--/-- --:--:--  

R27 EERP received    --/--/-- --:--:--  

R29                   U  00000 0000001   0     Y    000000000 

000000000000 40  

R18 Current send files = 3 
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2.6.8.3 Example 

The following example will generate a print of all files scheduled for transmission 

to a trading partner with the local code of UKTE, writing the output to a file called 

OUTPUT instead of the printer. 

REPSND EXAMPLE  

-REPSND  

LOCAL=UKTE  

DESTINATION=OUTPUT  

-END  

The response file, ODEXPC.RSP , generated by this command file will echo the 

output to the OUTPUT file in all except the initial echoing back of the commands 

and the line reference number on each line. It could look something like the 

following : 

REPSND EXAMPLE  

-REPSND  

RETURN CODE 00  

I01 LOCAL=UKTE  

I70 DESTINATION=OUTPUT  

I99 -END  

R19 Data Interchange                       UK-TEST                    

(UKTE  

R05 Virtual name     92/08/03 16:57:16 TESTOUT.EDI  

R08 PC name          92/08/03 16:56:22 u:\testdata\testout.edi  

R09 FTP name         92/08/03 16:57:16 00000005.CMS  

R02 Message type     DELINS      Version 2           Msgref 2  

R15 User data  

R12 Priority         5  

R24 Scheduled at     92/08/03 16:57:19  

R10 Send after       92/08/03 16:56:00  

R26 Transmitted      --/--/-- --:--:--  

R27 EERP received    --/--/-- --:--:--  

R29                   U  00000 0000009   0      Y    000000000 

000000000000 40 

R19 Data Interchange                       UK-TEST                    

(UKTE  

R05 Virtual name     92/08/03 16:57:19 TESTOUT.EDI  

R08 PC name          92/08/03 16:56:22 u:\testdata\testout.edi  

R09 FTP name         92/08/03 16:57:18 00000006.CMS  

R02 Message type     DELINS      Version 2           Msgref 2  

R15 User data  

R12 Priority         5  

R24 Scheduled at     92/08/03 16:57:19  

R10 Send after       92/08/03 16:56:00  

R26 Transmitted      --/--/-- --:--:--  

R27 EERP received    --/--/-- --:--:--  

R29                   U  00000 0000009   0      Y    000000000 

000000000000 40 

R19 Data Interchange                       UK-TEST                    

(UKTE  
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R05 Virtual name     92/08/03 17:22:17 TESTDATAFILE  

R08 PC name          92/02/17 09:45:08 c:\autoexec.bat  

R09 FTP name         92/08/03 17:22:16 00000007.CMS  

R02 Message type     UNKNOWN  

R15 User data  

R12 Priority         5  

R24 Scheduled at     92/08/03 17:22:16  

R10 Send after       92/08/03 17:21:00  

R26 Transmitted      --/--/-- --:--:--  

R27 EERP received    --/--/-- --:--:--  

R29                   U  00000 0000001   0      Y    000000000 

000000000000 40  

R18 Current send files = 3  

M99 Request Completed Successfully  

Z99 BAT0006I End of command file reached  

In the above example, three files have been scheduled for transmission to 

UKTE. The first few lines are the echoes of the command file. This is followed by 

the three file entry groups.  

Each file entry starts with an R19 line giving the trading partner‟s company 

name, looked up from the Trading Partner entries, the EDI code of the trading 

partner, and their local code.  

This is followed by an R05 line showing the date and time of scheduling and the 

virtual filename.  

The R08 line shows the date and time of creation of the PC filename and the 

filename itself.  

The R09 line shows the date and time of creation of the disk file and its actual 

name. This date and time will generally be within seconds of the virtual 

filename‟s date and time.  

The R02 line shows the message type contained within the file. In multi-message 

files this will be the message type of the first message within the file. UNKNOWN 

indicates that the file contains non-EDI type data.  

The R15 line shows the 8 characters of user data, if they are defined.  

Line R12 shows the priority of the transmission. The lower the number, the 

higher the priority. This will only be of use in busy systems where many large 

files are queued for sending.  

Line R24 shows the date and time the file was scheduled. This will be the same 

as the date and time on line R05.  

Line R10 shows the earliest date and time that the file can be sent. This will 

default to the date and time of scheduling but may be changed.  

Line R26 shows the date and time that the file was sent. This will normally be the 

time of the end of the file send, when the EFID (End File Identifier) is transmitted, 
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but if transmission is interrupted part way through, this will show the time of the 

interruption. 

Line R29 is a complex line containing the following values in order.  

The first value is the file format, F, T, U or V.  

The second value is the record length if the file was fixed length records. 

Otherwise this is set to zeros.  

The third value is the size of the file in Kilobytes, rounded to the nearest 1K.  

The fourth value is the number of attempts to send this file so far. This will 

normally be zero or one unless problems occur. Zero indicates that transmission 

has not been attempted yet.  

The fifth value is an indicator stating whether retries are allowed or not. A value 

of Y indicates that they are allowed.  

The sixth value is the number of records transmitted for files with fixed length 

records, otherwise it is zero.  

The seventh value is the actual file size transmitted, in bytes. 

The eighth and last value is the status flag for the file. 

Line R18 states the number of files, of the file type specified, appearing on the 

report.  

This is followed by M99 and Z99 indicating a successful report. 
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2.6.9 -RUNTASK – Run a task from the Event Scheduler 

This command is no longer supported under EPIC. 
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2.6.10 -SNDFILE – Schedule a file to be sent 

This command‟s purpose is to schedule a non-EDI file to be sent to a trading 

partner. Any file of any type or length or format can be sent using this function 

(including EDI files if required, although this is not the function for which it was 

intended). 

The data for transmission is taken from the original PC file into the EPIC system 

where it is stored below the EPIC installation directory in the ..\Data\Comms_Out 

directory under the control of EPIC itself. Therefore as soon as the file has been 

scheduled it may be removed from the system if so desired, as EPIC has taken a 

copy to send.  

Note that this command format is very similar to the -SNDODETT command, the 

only difference being the necessity for a local code. This is because, as the file is 

not in EDI format, the UNB segment is not present in the file to direct the data to 

the correct trading partner, thus making it necessary for the command file to 

provide this information. 

Important Note 

In the Batch Interface, the PRIORITY parameter values range from 1 to 9, where 9 is the highest 

priority and 1 is the lowest. This differs from the way Priority fields are handled in the rest of 

EPIC, where 1 is the highest priority. 

 

Please Note - Whilst it is possible to schedule and send files with virtual filenames that include 

space characters, the OFTP standards state that this is not an accepted practice. It is supported in 

EPIC by popular request, but you should clear its use with your trading partner because some 

OFTP software will reject the file. 

Examples of Format/Length column formats:  

 X(12) is an alphanumeric field of up to 12 characters. 

 9(5) is a numeric field of maximum length 5 digits. 

 999 is a numeric field of maximum length 3 digits. 

 XX is an alphanumeric field of maximum length 2 digits. 

2.6.10.1 Provided 

Command Format/ 
Length 

Mandatory/ 
Conditiona
l 

Default 
Value 

Description / Content 

-SNDFILE    Command Name 

LOCAL X(35) Mandatory None The local code of the 
destination trading partner. 

OLOCAL X(35) Conditional None The local code of the 
originating (internal) mailbox. If 
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this parameter is not specified, 
then the first mailbox 
associated with the default 
internal network (of the same 
protocol type as the 
destination trading partner) is 
used.  

PCFILE X(255) Mandatory None The drive path and filename of 
the file containing the data to 
be sent. In the format 
(DRIVE:)(PATH)Filename(.EX
T) where only the filename is 
mandatory. 

VIRTFILE X(26) Conditional Filena
me part 
of 
PCFILE 

The EDI Virtual Filename to be 
given to the transmission. If 
this is omitted the system will 
use the PC Filename, 
excluding the drive, path and 
extension. 

EARLYDATE 9(6) Conditional Current 
Date 

This is the earliest date that 
EPIC may send this file. In the 
format YYMMDD. 

EARLYTIME 9(6) Conditional Current 
Time 

This is the earliesttime that 
EPIC may send this file. In the 
format HHMMSS. 

It is possible to specify that the 
file should be scheduled a 
number of minutes in the 
future by placing a + and the 
desired value in minutes by 
which the transmission of the 
file is to be delayed.  

PRIORITY 9 Conditional 5 The priority of the 
transmission. (Priority 9 will be 
sent first from the queue) 

FORMAT X Conditional U The format of the transfer. 
Valid values are U, T, F or V. 

RECSIZE 9(5) Conditional 0 If format is set to F for “Fixed” 
length records, this parameter 
specifies the record length.  

USERDATA X(8) Conditional Spaces Passed with the file ID, this 
can be used for any purpose 
agreed with trading partners. 

PAD_SPACE
S 

9(4) Conditional -1 This is used to ensure that 
every line of the PC file is of a 
set length.  Generally used 
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when sending fixed length 
files. The default value of -1 
means that padding should not 
be used. 

-END  Mandatory  End of Command 

2.6.10.2 Returned 

-SNDFILE 

RETURN CODE nn 

I01 LOCAL=aaaa 

I08 PCFILE= (drive:)(path)filename(.ext) 

I05 VIRTFILE=file name 

I10 EARLYDATE=yymmdd 

I11 EARLYTIME=hhmm 

I03 PRIORITY=n 

I13 FORMAT=a 

I14 RECSIZE=nnnnn 

I15 USERDATA=aaaaaaaa 

I99 -END 

 

O46 destination EDI code 

O45 yy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss size = nnnnnnnnn 

O09 FTP file name 

O48 yy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss virtual-file-name 

 

E00 Invalid Keyword Follows (this followed by line echoed from 

file) 

E01 Unknown origin/destination 

E08 Invalid PC file name 

E10 Invalid early date. Use YYMMDD 

E10 Invalid early time. Use HHMM 

E13 FORMAT=3 value is Not 'F', 'T', 'U', or 'V' 

E44 File size is not a multiple of record size 

E44 Record size cannot be zero for fixed file format 

E71 XXX has no value (where XXX is the parameter name) 

E71 XXX value is longer than Y (where X = param name, Y = max 

length) 

E73 XXX=Y value is not numeric (where XXX=Y is the echo of the 

command file parameter line, XXX being the numeric parameter 

name). 

E99 Mandatory missing parameter XXX (where XXX is the mandatory 

param name) 

 

M04 Invalid Length for PAD_SPACES 

M98 Request Not Completed 

M99 Request Completed Successfully 

Z99 BAT0006I End of command file reached 

2.6.10.3 Example 

A non-EDI file, C:\DATA\NONEDI.TXT is scheduled to be sent at the earliest 

opportunity. The file will be sent to a trading partner with the local code of UKTE. 
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The virtual filename that it will be sent under is TEXT-FILE. The parameters in 

the EPIC batch file required to complete this task are: 

-SNDFILE 

LOCAL=UKTE 

PCFILE=C:\DATA\NONEDI.TXT 

VIRTFILE=TEXT-FILE 

-END 

The resultant response file would look like this, assuming that no errors were 

encountered. 

-SNDFILE 

RETURN CODE 00 

I01 LOCAL=UKTE 

I08 PCFILE=C:\DATA\NONEDI.TXT 

I05 VIRTFILE=TEXT-FILE 

I99 -END 

O46 UK-TEST 

O45 23/07/92 18:12:00 SIZE = 000003621 

O09 00000023.CMS 

O48 92/07/24 14:23:04 TEXT-FILE 

M99 Request Completed Successfully 

Z99 BAT0006I End of command file reached 

Taking this example, line by line, the first line is the command used, immediately 

followed by the return code showing how successful this command was. In this 

case a return code of 00 indicates to us that the command was completely 

successful and that no problems were encountered. 

The next three lines, starting I01, I08, I05 and I99, are the rest of the command 

file echoed across to the response file.  

The following O type lines are the output of information regarding the sending of 

the file.  

Line O46 gives the EDI code of the destination. This has been derived from the 

local code input.  

Line O45 states the date and time of creation of the data file and its size in bytes.  

Line O09 states the name of the operating system file that now holds the data, 

ready for transmission. This file, the disk file, will remain in the EPIC database 

until either the EERP is received stating that the file has been successfully 

received at the remote end (and the retention period has expired), or until it is 

deleted from the database by user action deleting the scheduled files. 

Line M99 indicates that the command has been completed, and Z99 indicates 

that the end of the command file has been reached and there are no more 

transactions to process. 
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2.6.11 -SNDODETT – Schedule an EDI file to be sent 

This command‟s purpose is to schedule an EDI formatted file to be sent to a 

trading partner.  

The main difference between this command and the -SNDFILE command is that 

this command requires no local code to provide information on the destination of 

the outgoing call, the EDI code being provided by the UNB or routing segment of 

the message to be sent. Because of this routing, and the fact that a single EDI 

file can contain many messages (with many UNBs), a single command can 

generate multiple outgoing messages. This makes the -SNDODETT command 

very powerful and flexible. 

The data for transmission is taken from the original PC file into the EPIC system 

where it is stored below the EPIC installation directory in the ..\Data\Comms_Out 

directory under the control of EPIC itself. Therefore as soon as the file has been 

scheduled it may be removed from the system if so desired, as EPIC has taken a 

copy to send.  

Important Note 

In the Batch Interface, the PRIORITY parameter values range from 1 to 9, where 9 is the highest 

priority and 1 is the lowest. This differs from the way Priority fields are handled in the rest of 

EPIC, where 1 is the highest priority. 

 

Please Note - Whilst it is possible to schedule and send files with virtual filenames that include 

space characters, the OFTP standards state that this is not an accepted practice. It is supported in 

EPIC by popular request, but you should clear its use with your trading partner because some 

OFTP software will reject the file. 

Examples of Format/Length column formats:  

 X(12) is an alphanumeric field of up to 12 characters. 

 9(5) is a numeric field of maximum length 5 digits. 

 999 is a numeric field of maximum length 3 digits. 

 XX is an alphanumeric field of maximum length 2 digits. 

2.6.11.1 Provided 

Command Format/ 
Length 

Mandatory/ 
Conditiona
l 

Default 
Value 

Description / Content 

-SNDODETT    Command Name 

PCFILE X(255) Mandatory None The drive path and filename of 
the file containing the data to 
be sent. In the format 
(DRIVE:)(PATH)Filename(.EX
T) where only the filename is 
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mandatory. 

VIRTFILE X(26) Conditional Filena
me part 
of 
PCFILE 

The EDI Virtual Filename to be 
given to the transmission. If 
this is omitted, the system will 
use the PC Filename, 
excluding the drive, path and 
extension. 

EARLYDATE 9(6) Conditional Current 
Date 

This is the earliest date that 
EPIC may send this file. In the 
format YYMMDD. 

EARLYTIME 9(6) Conditional Current 
Time 

This is the earliest time that 
EPIC may send this file. In the 
format HHMMSS. 

It is possible to specify that the 
file should be scheduled a 
number of minutes in the 
future by placing a + and the 
desired value in minutes by 
which the transmission of the 
file is to be delayed.  

PRIORITY 9 Conditional 5 The priority of the 
transmission. (Priority 9 will be 
sent first from the queue) 

FORMAT X Conditional U The format of the transfer. 
Valid values are U, T, F or V. 

RECSIZE 9(5) Conditional 0 If format is set to F for Fixed 
length records, this parameter 
specifies the Record length.  

USERDATA X(8) Conditional Spaces The SFID User Data passed 
with the file ID, this can be 
used for any purpose agreed 
with trading partners. 

-END  Mandatory  End of Command 

2.6.11.2 Returned 

-SNDODETT  

RETURN CODE nn 

I08 PCFILE= (drive:)(path)filename.ext 

I05 VIRTFILE=file name 

I10 EARLYDATE=yymmdd 

I11 EARLYTIME=hhmm 

I03 PRIORITY=n 

I13 FORMAT=a 

I14 RECSIZE=nnnnn 

I15 USERDATA=aaaaaaaa 

I99 -END 
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O45 yy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss size = nnnnnnnnn  

O01 destination local code 

O46 destination EDI code 

O09 FTP Workfile name 

O02 msg. type 

O48 yy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss virtual-file-name  

 

E00 Invalid Keyword Follows 

E05 Invalid virtual file name 

E08 Invalid PC filename 

E10 Invalid early date / time 

E13 File format not F, T, U or V 

E14 Invalid record size 

E44 File size is not a multiple of record size 

E90 No Authority to use this option 

E93 User Directory entry not found 

E94 Invalid origin for user profile 

 

M02 TEXT record longer than 2048 

M04 Not an EDI format input file 

M05 Missing 'END' segment 

M06 No terminating line feed character 

M08 Missing 'END' segment 

M09 Invalid EDI file structure 

M10 Sub-element table overflow 

M11 Element table overflow 

M12 Unknown origin code 

M13 Unknown destination code 

M14 Control file is full 

M15 Error creating output file 

 

M99 Request Completed Successfully 

 

Z99 BAT0006I End of command file reached 

 

2.6.11.3 Example 

An EDI file, C:\DATA\DELIVINS.EDI is scheduled to be sent at the earliest 

opportunity. The UNB segment from the EDI file will provide all the required 

information of where the file is to be sent. The virtual filename that it will be sent 

under is DELIVERY-INSTRUCTIONS. The parameters in the EPIC batch file 

required to complete this task are: 

-SNDODETT 

PCFILE=C:\DATA\DELIVINS.EDI 

VIRTFILE=DELIVERY-INSTRUCTIONS 

-END 

The resultant response file would look like this, assuming that no errors were 

encountered. 
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-SNDODETT 

RETURN CODE 00 

I08 PCFILE=C:\DATA\DELIVINS.EDI 

I05 VIRTFILE=DELIVERY-INSTRUCTIONS 

I99 -END 

O45 23/07/92 16:16:00 SIZE = 000008601 

O01 UKTE 

O46 UK-TEST 

O09 00000017.CMS 

O02 DELINS 

O48 92/07/24 14:23:04 DELIVERY-INSTRUCTIONS 

M99 Request Completed Successfully 

Z99 BAT0006I End of command file reached 

As can be seen from the example response file, rather more information is 

presented back than needs to be input in the first place. Taking this example, line 

by line, the first line is the command used, immediately followed by the return 

code showing how successful this command was. In this case a return code of 

00 indicates to us that the command was completely successful and that no 

problems were encountered. 

The next three lines, starting I08, I05 and I99, are the rest of the command file 

echoed across to the response file.  

The following O type lines are the output of information regarding the sending of 

the file. 

Line O45 states the date and time of creation of the EDI data file and its size in 

bytes. 

Line O01 gives the local code of the file‟s destination so that we can look it up 

easily if required. 

Line O46 gives the EDI code of the destination. 

Line O09 states the name of the disk file that now holds the data, ready for 

transmission. This file will remain in the EPIC database until either the EERP is 

received stating that the file has been successfully received at the remote end 

(and the retention period has expired), or until it is deleted from the database by 

user action deleting the scheduled files. 

The next line, O02, states that the data that is to be sent is actually DELINS 

standard information. 

The O48 line gives the date and time that the file was scheduled for sending 

together with the Virtual filename. 

Line M99 indicates that the command has been completed, and Z99 indicates 

that the end of the command file has been reached and there are no more 

transactions to process. 
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2.6.12 -STOPSERVER – Stop EPIC 

The purpose of this command is to stop EPIC running. 

2.6.12.1 Provided 

Command Format/ 
Length 

Mandatory/ 
Conditiona
l 

Default 
Value 

Description / Content 

-
STOPSERVE
R 

   Command Name 

2.6.12.2 Returned 

There are no parameters and no returns from this command. 

2.6.12.3 Example 

The following example will stop EPIC running immediately. 

STOPSERVER EXAMPLE  

-STOPSERVER  

The response file, ODEXPC.RSP , generated by this command file will simply 

contain the following: 

Z99 Batch processing stopped. 
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2.6.13 -TRNSLATE – Translate an EDI File 

The function of this command is to translate an EDI format file into an in-house 

format file. This command allows a file to be translated independently of the 

scheduling and extraction systems of EPIC. 

Examples of Format/Length column formats:  

 X(12) is an alphanumeric field of up to 12 characters. 

 9(5) is a numeric field of maximum length 5 digits. 

 999 is a numeric field of maximum length 3 digits. 

 XX is an alphanumeric field of maximum length 2 digits. 

2.6.13.1 Provided 

Command Format/ 
Length 

Mandatory/ 
Conditiona
l 

Default 
Value 

Description / Content 

-TRNSLATE    Command Name 

EDI X(255) Mandatory None The EDI output filename 

DEF X(32) Conditional None The In-house ID identifying the 
contents of the file to be 
translated. This should 
correspond with the name 
given in the translator index 
file's HSE statement 

IHS X(255) Mandatory None The name of the in-house 
format file to be translated. 

-END     

2.6.13.2 Returned 

-TRNSLATE 

RETURN CODE nn 

I93 EDI=(drive:)(path)filename(.ext)     

I95 DEF=(drive:)(path)filename(.ext)      

I94 IHS=(drive:)(path)filename(.ext)     

I41 HARDCOPY 

I42 TRACE 

I43 DISPLAY 

I99 -END 

 

E00 XLT0005E *** Invalid Keyword Follows *** 

E01 *** NO SET (set-name) ON IDX FILE *** 

E02 *** INVALID EDI FILE *** 

E97 User requested termination 

E99 Missing mandatory parameter (parameter) 

E08 Invalid pc filename 
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E50 XLT0003 No Msg (messagetype) on IDX file 

E71 (command) is longer than nn 

M01 Number of segments read            = n 

M02 Number of in-house records written = n 

2.6.14 -WRITELOG – Write a line to the EPIC log 

The purpose of this command is to write a specific line to the EPIC log. 

2.6.14.1 Provided 

Command Format/ 
Length 

Mandatory/ 
Conditiona
l 

Default 
Value 

Description / Content 

-WRITELOG    Command Name 

LogLine  Mandatory None The text line to be written to the 
log. 

2.6.14.2 Returned 

There are no returns from this command. 

2.6.14.3 Example 

The following example will write a line to the log, indicating the failure of another 

command. 

WRITELOG EXAMPLE  

-WRITELOG USR0000T The file scheduling failed. 

The response file, ODEXPC.RSP , generated by this command file will simply 

contain the following: 

Z99 BAT0006I End of command file reached 
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2.6.15 -DOS – Run a DOS command 

The -DOS script command has been provided in order to allow DOS commands 

to be executed from within an EPIC batch command file.  

The syntax of the command is : 

-DOS Command Para1 Para2 ..... ParaN 

where Command is any standard DOS command such as COPY or TYPE and 

Para1, Para2, etc., are the parameters for the DOS command. Any DOS 

program can be run with the -DOS command but larger programs may run out of 

memory as this must be shared with the BATCH.EXE system. It is therefore 

suggested that only simple DOS functions are used. 

2.6.15.1 Example 

Let us assume that a Non-EDI file has been received from a trading partner, the 

file is extracted from EPIC and copied to another directory from where it is 

copied to the printer. The command file would look like this: 

-RCVFILE 

LOCAL=UKTE 

NEW 

PCFILE=OUTFILE.TXT 

-END 

-DOS COPY OUTFILE C:\PRINTS\COPYFILE.TXT 

-DOS COPY C:\PRINTS\COPYFILE.TXT PRN 

The output from this command file to the response file would look like this: 

-RCVFILE 

RETURN CODE 00 

I01 LOCAL=UKTE 

I10 NEW 

I08 PCFILE=OUTFILE.TXT 

I99 -END 

O47 UK-TEST 

O09 00000002.CMS 

O02 UNKNOWN 

O48 92/07/31 11:26:02 TESTDATAFILE 

M99 Request Completed Successfully 

-DOS COPY OUTFILE C:\PRINTS\COPYFILE.TXT 

-DOS COPY C:\PRINTS\COPYFILE.TXT PRN 

Z99 BAT0006I End of command file reached 

Note how these commands do not line up in the normal manner but just echo to 

the response file.  
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3 EPIC Batch Administrator 

3.1 Introduction 

The Batch Administrator configures the Batch Interface. You only need to run the 

Administrator if you do not want to use the default settings. 

Open the EPIC Batch Administrator to see the EPIC Batch Configuration dialog.  

The dialog has two pages – Connection and Logging. 

3.2 Connection  

This page allows you to provide the details of the server machine on which the 

EPIC Server is running. 

 

There are two sections – Server details and Security details.  

It also allows you to test the connection. 

Server details – Server machine 

This must be set to the IP address of the machine on which the EPIC Server is 

installed.  

The default value in this field will be the IP address of your local machine. You 

may change it to the address of another machine if necessary. 

Server details – Port 

This must be set to the port number used by the EPIC Server.  
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Security details – Username 

You only need to provide a value in this field if you are using EPIC security. 

Security details – Password 

You only need to provide a value in this field if you are using EPIC security. 

Test connection 

The Test Connection button may be used to check out that the TCP/IP 

connection works, but please note that the EPIC server must be started before 

you can use this test facility otherwise the connection will fail.  

The box alongside will show a progress bar and, if the connection is successful, 

you will then see a “Connection successful” message box. Click OK to close the 

message box. 

This feature can be used at any time, not just when doing the initial configuration. 

3.3 Logging 

 

This page allows you to enable client side logging. Select the tickbox to enable 

the rest of the page. 

You can now type in the directory to which you want the client-side logging to be 

written, and select the message types to write to the client log. 

Click Save to save all the changes you have made and close the dialog, or 

Cancel to close the dialog without saving your changes. 
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3.4 Running the EPIC Batch Interface 

Once you have configured the Batch Interface, or left it with its default settings, 

you have to write a batch command file before you can invoke it. Earlier sections 

describe command files (“The EPIC Batch Language”) and batch invocation 

(“Running a Batch Command File”).  
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4 The EPIC .Net Library 

4.1 Connecting to the API 

This section describes how an end user programmer can use the dlls provided 

by Data Interchange to create custom applications in Visual Studio, allowing 

them to expand the Batch Interface. 

Please note that the API used for EPIC is the same as the API used for ODEX 

Enterprise and therefore uses the same object model. This is for backwards 

compatibility reasons. 

The following describes how to create an application that connects to the EPIC 

server and stops it running. 

4.2 Required Dlls 

The following DLLs will be required. It is recommended that these are placed in 

the top-level directory of the projects you are creating, this way they will be 

available to all projects. 

DIPCOR00 

DIPCSF00 

DIPSTD00 

ODSGUI00 

ODSODE00 

ODSODE20 

ODSUPG10 

4.3 Creating the Project 

Create a new project in Visual Studio (for this example a C# Windows 

Application will be used, however the same principles apply for Console 

Applications). 

Create a reference to the dll‟s listed above, 

 

 

Now design the layout of the form that will perform your required action, 
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NOTE: The „Results‟ label is not visible until after we have attempted a 

connection to the EPIC server. 

4.4 Creating the Code 

At the top of the code file, include the following namespace reference, 

using DIP.OdexServer; 

Now setup an event that fires when the button is clicked. This code will setup the 

connection to the EPIC server, execute the command that stops it running and 

modify the results label accordingly. 

4.5 Setting up the Connection 

For this, we need to create a new instance of DiOdexEnterprise. This is 

performed as follows, 

DiOdexEnterprise oeConnection = new DiOdexEnterprise( 

 "127.0.0.1", 

 3547, 

 "", 

 "", 

 "442", 

 "2.0.0", 

 "", 

 "", 

 DIP.Logging.LogType.General, 

 "Stop Server Application"); 

A detailed list of the parameters required for DiOdexEnterprise can be found in 

Section 4 – Classes. The values specified above have been hard coded for 

illustration purposes and highlight the minimum parameters required for creating 

an instance of DiOdexEnterprise. These values could easily be made available 

to the user in the form designer to allow greater flexibility. 
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4.6 Connecting and Stopping the Server 

It is now a simple case of calling Connect() and StopServer() on the 

DiOdexEnterprise object, as follows, 

if (oeConnection.Connect() == true) 

{ 

 oeConnection.StopServer(); 

 lblResults.Text = "ODEX Server stopped successfully"; 

} 

else 

{ 

 lblResults.Text = "Unable to connect to the server"; 

} 

The Connect() function returns a Boolean to indicate if the connection was 

successful. DiOdexEnterprise(), Connect() and StopServer() will throw any 

unexpected situations that may arise, therefore this code should be surrounded 

with a try/catch. 
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4.7 Complete Examples 

4.7.1 Scheduling a File 

The following example shows all the code that is required in order to connect to 

the EPIC Server and send the file “C:\Test.dat”. This is a non-EDI file and gets 

scheduled to the mailbox with local code „12345678‟. This is a console 

application and when run, the file can be seen in the Workstation of EPIC. 

using System; 

using System.Collections.Generic; 

using System.Text; 

 

using DIP.OdexServer; 

 

namespace ScheduleFile 

{ 

    class Program 

    { 

        static void Main(string[] args) 

        { 

            try 

            { 

                Console.WriteLine("Executing started"); 

 

   

 /**************************************************/ 

 /***   Setup the local variables    ***/ 

 /**************************************************/ 

 

              DiScheduleFileResults sfrResults = null;            

DiScheduleFileParams sfpParams = new DiScheduleFileParams(); 

                DiOdexEnterprise oeConnection = new 

DiOdexEnterprise( 

                    "127.0.0.1", 

                    3547, 

                    "", 

                    "", 

                    "552", 

                    "2.1.0", 

                    "", 

                    "", 

                    DIP.Logging.LogType.General, 

                    "Send File Application"); 

 

                

/*****************************************************/ 

/***   Attempt a connection to the ODEX Server    ***/              

/*****************************************************/ 

 

                try 

                { 
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                    oeConnection.Connect(); 

                } 

                catch (Exception ex) 

                { 

                    Console.WriteLine("Failed to connect to 

server please " + "check your connection details. \n\n Error: " + 

ex); 

                } 

 

                

/*****************************************************/ 

/*** Specify the params required for sending.      ***/ 

/*** NOTE: The local code must match that of       ***/ 

/*** mailbox.          ***/                

/*****************************************************/ 

 

                sfpParams.OriginalFilename = "C:\\Test.dat"; 

                sfpParams.DestinationLocalCode = "12345678"; 

 

                

/*****************************************************/ 

/***   Schedule the file to ODEX                  ***/                

/*****************************************************/ 

 

                sfrResults = 

oeConnection.ScheduleFile(sfpParams); 

                

/*****************************************************/ 

/***   Finally, write out the results              ***/                

/*****************************************************/ 

 

                if (sfrResults.ReturnCode.ReturnType == 

ReturnCodePrefix.Error) 

                { 

                    Console.WriteLine("Return Code: " + 

sfrResults.ReturnCode); 

                    Console.WriteLine("Return Result: " + 

sfrResults.ResultString); 

                } 

                else 

                { 

                    Console.WriteLine("File scheduled 

successfully"); 

                } 

 

                Console.WriteLine("Execution Ended"); 

                Console.ReadLine(); 

            } 

            catch (Exception ex) 

            { 

                Console.WriteLine(ex.ToString()); 

            } 

        } 
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    } 

} 

4.7.2 Certificates 

This section deals with the possible methods of retrieving certificates from the 

server. After retrieving a certificate from the server, it is then possible to set the 

certificate against a network. A private key certificate may be set against an 

internal network for decryption of inbound data and signing of outbound data. A 

public key certificate may be set against an external network for encryption of 

outbound data and verification of inbound signed data. 

The following example shows how to retrieve a list of certificates and display 

certificate information to the user. All of the public key certificates in the root 

store are retrieved and the details of each certificate are written to the console. 

The information available for each certificate is the common name, issuer, store 

and serial number. Since the serial number is stored as a byte array, it is 

necessary to call „ToDisplayString‟ to convert the byte array to a string that may 

be displayed to the user. 

 public static void GetCertificates() 

         { 

            try 

            { 

                // Create ODEX/Enterprise API 

 

                DiOdexEnterprise oeConnection = new 

DiOdexEnterprise( 

                    "127.0.0.1", 

                    3547, 

                    "", 

                    "", 

                    "1071", 

                    "2.3.0", 

                    "", 

                    "", 

                    DIP.Logging.LogType.General, 

                    "Create network Application"); 

 

// Connect to the ODEX Server 

 

                oeConnection.Connect(); 

 

// Retrieve all public key certificates in the root store 

 

                DIP.EDI.Security.DiCertIdCollection colCerts  

                    = oeConnection.GetCertificates("root", 

false); 

 

// Display certificate information for each certificate 
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                foreach (DIP.EDI.Security.DiCertId ciCert in 

colCerts) 

                { 

                    // Get certificate information 

 

                    DIP.EDI.Security.DiCertInfo ciInfo = 

ciCert.ToCertInfo(); 

 

                    // Write it to the console 

 

                    Console.WriteLine("Certificate common name: " 

+ ciInfo.CommonName); 

                    Console.WriteLine("Certificate issuer: " + 

ciInfo.Issuer); 

                    Console.WriteLine("Certificate store: " + 

ciInfo.Store); 

                    Console.WriteLine("Certificate serial number: 

" +  

                        ciInfo.SerialNumber.ToDisplayString()); 

                    Console.WriteLine(); 

                } 

            } 

            catch (Exception ex) 

            { 

                Console.WriteLine(ex); 

            } 

        } 

4.7.3 Creating an Internal Network 

The following code example does the following: 

 Creates an instance of DiOdexEnterprise 

 Connect to the EPIC server 

 Retrieves a list of certificates from the root store on the server 

 Creates an internal network, setting the first certificate in the certificate list as 

the decryption/signing certificate. 

using System; 

using System.Collections.Generic; 

using System.Text; 

 

namespace DIP.OdexServer 

{ 

    public class CreateNetworkTest 

    { 

        public static void CreateNetwork() 

        { 

            try 

            { 

                // Create ODEX Enteprise API instance 
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                DiOdexEnterprise oeConnection = new 

DiOdexEnterprise( 

                    "127.0.0.1", 

                    3547, 

                    "", 

                    "", 

                    "1071", 

                    "2.3.0", 

                    "", 

                    "", 

                    DIP.Logging.LogType.General, 

                    "Create network Application"); 

 

// Connect to the ODEX Server 

 

                oeConnection.Connect(); 

 

// Retrieve all private key certificates from the root store  

// on the server machine 

 

                DIP.EDI.Security.DiCertIdCollection 

colCertificates 

                    = oeConnection.GetCertificates("root", true); 

 

                // Create network parameters 

 

                DiAddDirectoryParams pParams = new 

DiAddDirectoryParams(); 

                pParams.Company = "TEST"; 

                pParams.Odette = "TEST"; 

                pParams.Local = "TEST"; 

                pParams.Certificate = colCertificates.GetItem(0); 

                pParams.IntExt = "I"; 

                pParams.LockCode = "XXXXXXXXXXXX"; 

 

                // Create Network, Mailbox and EDI code 

 

                oeConnection.AddDirectory(pParams); 

                oeConnection.Disconnect(); 

            } 

            catch (Exception ex) 

            { 

                Console.WriteLine(ex); 

            } 

        } 

    } 

} 

4.7.4 Creating an External Network 

The following example creates an OFTP 2 network with an encryption and 

verification certificate. The code does the following: 
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 Creates an instance of DiOdexEnterprise 

 Connect to the EPIC server 

 Retrieves a list of certificates from the root store on the server 

 Creates an external network with a TCP/IP connection, setting the first 

certificate in the certificate list as the encryption/verification certificate. The IP 

address of the network is set as “1.1.1.1”.  

        public static void CreateNetwork() 

        { 

            // Create ODEX Enteprise API instance 

 

            DiOdexEnterprise oeConnection = new DiOdexEnterprise( 

                "127.0.0.1", 

                3547, 

                "", 

                "", 

                "1071", 

                "2.3.0", 

                "", 

                "", 

                DIP.Logging.LogType.General, 

                "Create network Application"); 

 

// Connect to the ODEX Server 

 

            oeConnection.Connect(); 

 

// Retrieve all public key certificates from the root store  

// on the server machine 

 

            DIP.EDI.Security.DiCertIdCollection colCertificates  

                = oeConnection.GetCertificates("root", false); 

 

// Create network parameters 

 

            DiAddDirectoryParams pParams = new 

DiAddDirectoryParams(); 

            pParams.Company = "TEST"; 

            pParams.Odette = "TEST"; 

            pParams.Local = "TEST"; 

            pParams.Camp = "TCP/IP"; 

            pParams.IpAddress = "1.1.1.1"; 

            pParams.OftpReleaseLevel = 5; 

            pParams.Certificate = colCertificates.GetItem(0); 

 

// Create Network, Mailbox and EDI code 

 

            oeConnection.AddDirectory(pParams); 

            oeConnection.Disconnect(); 

        }         

    } 
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4.7.5 Adding a TCP/IP Subsystem 

The following example demonstrates adding a TCP/IP subsystem, listening for 

SSL connections on port 3310. 

The code does the following: 

 Connects to the EPIC Server 

 Sets up the subsystem parameters. 

 Adds the subsystem  

         

 static void AddTcpIpAllValuesWithListener() 

         { 

            // Connect to the ODEX Server 

 

            DiOdexEnterprise oeEnterprise = new 

DiOdexEnterprise("127.0.0.1", 

                3547, 

                "", 

                "", 

                "1071", 

                "2.3.0", 

                "", 

                "C:\\", 

                DIP.Logging.LogType.General, 

                ".NET API TEST"); 

            oeEnterprise.Connect();             

 

// Create the subsystem parameters 

 

            DiSubsystemParams pParams = new DiSubsystemParams(); 

            pParams.Name = "TCP/IP"; 

            pParams.Type = DIP.Communications.ConnectionType.TCP; 

            pParams.AddListener = true;             

            pParams.ListenerPortNumber = 3310; 

            pParams.LocalIpAddress = "192.168.1.185"; 

            pParams.MaxInboundSessions = 2; 

            pParams.MaxOutboundSessions = 2; 

            pParams.MaxSessions = 2; 

            pParams.UseSsl = true; 

 

// Set the SSL certificate to the first certificate in the root 

store 

 

            pParams.Certificate = 

m_oeEnterprise.GetCertificates("root", false).GetItem(0); 

 

            // Add the subsystem 

 

            DiAddSubsystemResults rResults = 

oeEnterprise.AddSubsystem(pParams); 
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            // Close the connection to ODEX 

 

            oeEnterprise.Disconnect(); 

        } 

4.7.6 Adding a CAPI Subsystem 

The following example demonstrates adding a remote CAPI2 subsystem, with a 

single listener. The process of adding a local CAPI2 subsystem is identical, 

except that the router IP address does not need to be specified. Note that the 

port number does not need to be specified, if your router IP address uses the 

default value of 2662. 

 static void AddTcpIpAllValuesWithListener() 

         { 

            // Connect to the ODEX Server 

 

            DiOdexEnterprise oeEnterprise = new 

DiOdexEnterprise("127.0.0.1", 

                3547, 

                "", 

                "", 

                "1071", 

                "2.3.0", 

                "", 

                "C:\\", 

                DIP.Logging.LogType.General, 

                ".NET API TEST"); 

            oeEnterprise.Connect();             

 

            // Create the subsystem parameters 

 

            DiSubsystemParams pParams = new DiSubsystemParams(); 

            pParams.Name = "CAPI2 - single listener"; 

            pParams.Type = 

DIP.Communications.ConnectionType.RemoteCAPI2; 

            pParams.CapiIpAddress = "123.123.123.123"; 

            pParams.AddListener = true;            

 

            // Add the subsystem 

 

            DiAddSubsystemResults rResults = 

oeEnterprise.AddSubsystem(pParams); 

             

            // Close the connection to ODEX 

 

            oeEnterprise.Disconnect(); 

        } 

4.7.7 Starting the Server 

The following example demonstrates starting the server for the first time after 

installation. In the example, the server serial number and licence code are set on 
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the server and the server is installed as a fresh system. If you wish to upgrade 

from the last version of EPIC installed, set the DoUpgrade property to true. When 

upgrading, the licence code and serial number do not need to be specified, since 

they will be copied from the previous installation. 

static void StartServer() 

{ 

 // Create the start server parameters 

 

 DiStartServerParams pParams = new DiStartServerParams(); 

 pParams.OdexExePath = 

  "C:\\program files\\DIP\\Odex Enterprise\\2.3.0.1074\\" + 

  "ODEX Enterprise.exe"; 

 pParams.ApplicationName = "StartServerTest"; 

 pParams.Build = "1074"; 

 pParams.Version = "2.3.0"; 

 pParams.DoUpgrade = false; 

 pParams.SerialNumber = "ODS20040001"; 

 pParams.LicenceCode = "XXXXXXXXXXXX"; 

 

 // Start the server 

 

 DiStartServerResults rResults = 

DiOdexEnterprise.StartServer(pParams); 

 

 // If there are any errors, write to the console 

 

 if (rResults.ReturnCode.ReturnType == ReturnCodePrefix.Error) 

 { 

  Console.WriteLine(rResults.ResultString); 

 } 

} 

4.7.8 Updating a CAPI subsystem 

The following example demonstrates updating a remote CAPI2 subsystem. The 

result of the update is a listener being added to the subsystem. 

 private static void UpdateRemoteCapiAddListener() 

 { 

  // Connect to ODEX 

 

  DiOdexEnterprise oeEnterprise = new DiOdexEnterprise( 

   "127.0.0.1", 

   3547, 

   "", 

   "", 

   "1071", 

   "2.3.0", 

   "", 

   "C:\\", 

   DIP.Logging.LogType.General, 

   ".NET API TEST"); 
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   oeEnterprise.Connect(); 

 

// Create the DiUpdateSubsystemParams object with the  

// required properties. Setting 'HasListener' to true  

// will cause listener to be created. Setting 'Listening' to  

// true will cause the listener to be started. 

 

   DiUpdateSubsystemParams pParams  

    = new DiUpdateSubsystemParams(); 

   pParams.Enabled = true;             

   pParams.HasListener = true; 

   pParams.Listening = true;             

   pParams.Name = "CAPI"; 

 

// Update the subsystem 

 

   DiUpdateSubsystemResults rResults = 

oeEnterprise.UpdateSubsystem(pParams); 

 

// Check for an error. If an error occurred, write the message 

// to the console. 

 

   if (rResults.ReturnCode.ReturnType == 

ReturnCodePrefix.Error) 

   { 

    Console.WriteLine(rResults.ResultString); 

   } 

 

// Disconnect from ODEX 

 

   oeEnterprise.Disconnect(); 

  } 

4.7.9 Receiving Log Messages  

The .NET API allows your application to receive log messages that are logged 

on the server. Log messages will be sent to your application immediately after 

they have been written to the server log. To receive log messages in this way, 

your application must subscribe to an event, as shown below. 

When this application starts, it subscribes to the log message event and waits for 

10 seconds. Any log messages received while the application is running are 

written to the console. 

 

public class LogTest 

{ 

 public static void DoTest() 

 { 

// Create client log file named according to the current time 

 

  string strLogFile = String.Format("C:\\Log\\log{0}.log", 

   DateTime.Now.ToString("hhmmss")); 
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// Create the DiOdexEnterprise object and connect to the server 

 

  DiOdexEnterprise oeEnterprise = new 

DiOdexEnterprise("127.0.0.1", 

   3547, 

   "", 

   "", 

   "1076", 

   "2.3.0", 

   "", 

   strLogFile, 

   DIP.Logging.LogType.General, 

   "Log Application"); 

   oeEnterprise.Connect(); 

 

  // Create the delegate 

 

  LogEventHandler fncLogMessageHandler 

   = new LogEventHandler(LogMessageReceived); 

 

  // Subscribe to the log message event 

 

  oeEnterprise.SubscribeToReceivedLogMessages( 

   fncLogMessageHandler); 

 

  // Tell the server to start sending us log messages 

 

  oeEnterprise.StartReceivingLogMessages(LogType.General); 

 

  // Wait for 10 seconds.  

 

  Thread.Sleep(10000); 

 

  // Unsubscribe from the log message event 

 

  oeEnterprise.UnsubscribeFromReceivedLogMessages( 

   fncLogMessageHandler); 

 

  // Tell the server to stop sending us log messages 

 

  oeEnterprise.StopReceivingLogMessages(); 

 

  // Disconnect from the server 

 

  oeEnterprise.Disconnect(); 

 } 

 

// Log message handler function – this is called every time a log 

// message is received from the server. 

 

 static void LogMessageReceived(DiLogMessage lmMessage) 

 { 
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  // Write the log message time followed by the message to 

the  

  // Console 

 

  Console.WriteLine( 

   lmMessage.TimeStamp + "\t" + lmMessage.Message); 

 } 

} 

4.7.10 Retrieving Log Messages 

It is possible to retrieve a collection of log messages that were logged within a 

specified time interval. The following example shows an application that retrieves 

all general and trace log messages that were logged in the last hour. Each log 

message is then written to the system console. 

 static void GetMessages() 

 { 

// Create client log file named according to the current time 

 

  string strLogFile = String.Format( 

   "C:\\Log\\log{0}.log", 

   DateTime.Now.ToString("hhmmss")); 

 

// Create the DiOdexEnterprise object and connect to the server 

 

  DiOdexEnterprise oeEnterprise =  

   new DiOdexEnterprise("127.0.0.1", 

   3547, 

   "", 

   "", 

   "1076", 

   "2.3.0", 

   "", 

   strLogFile, 

   DIP.Logging.LogType.General, 

   "Log Application"); 

  oeEnterprise.Connect(); 

 

// Create time span of 1 hour and subtract from the current date 

// and time 

 

  TimeSpan tsOneHour = new TimeSpan(0, 1, 0, 0); 

  DateTime dtFrom = DateTime.Now.Subtract(tsOneHour); 

 

  // Set end date and time to the current date and time 

 

  DateTime dtTo = DateTime.Now; 

 

  // Retrieve collection of log messages 

 

  DiLogMessageCollection colMessages =  

   oeEnterprise.GetLogMessages( 
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   dtFrom,  

   dtTo,  

   LogType.General | LogType.Trace); 

 

  // Write each log message to the console, in the format 

  // <date> <message ID> <message> 

 

  foreach (DiLogMessage lmMessage in colMessages) 

  { 

   Console.WriteLine( 

    String.Format("{0}\t{1}\t{2}",  

    lmMessage.TimeStamp,  

    lmMessage.ID, 

    lmMessage.Message)); 

  } 

 

  // Disconnect from the server 

 

  oeEnterprise.Disconnect(); 

 } 

4.7.11 Directory Report 

The directory report may be used to retrieve the properties of networks, 

mailboxes and message nodes (EDI codes) defined in the system. The following 

example retrieves all networks defined in the system and writes the status of 

each network to the system console. 

    class DirectoryReportExample 

    { 

        public static void StatusReport() 

        { 

            try 

            { 

                // Connect to ODEX Enterprise 

 

                DiOdexEnterprise oeEnterprise = new 

DiOdexEnterprise("127.0.0.1",  

                    3547,  

                    "",  

                    "",  

                    "1077",  

                    "2.3.0",  

                    "", 

                    String.Format(@"C:\log\log{0}", 

DateTime.Now.ToString("HHmmss")), 

                    LogType.General,  

                    "REPDIR Test"); 

                oeEnterprise.Connect(); 

 

                // Create the parameters - retrieve all networks  
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                DiDirectoryReportParams pParams = new 

DiDirectoryReportParams(); 

                pParams.DirType = "N";                 

                 

                // Get the report 

 

                DiDirectoryReport rReport = 

oeEnterprise.GetDirectoryReport(pParams); 

 

                // Write the status of each network to the system 

console 

 

                foreach (DiNetworkDetails ndNetworkDetails in 

rReport.NetworkDetails) 

                { 

                    Console.WriteLine( 

                        String.Format( 

                            "Network {0} status: {1}", 

                            ndNetworkDetails.Name, 

                            ndNetworkDetails.CurrentStatus)); 

                } 

            } 

            catch (Exception ex) 

            { 

                // Catch errors and write to the system console 

                 

                Console.WriteLine(ex); 

            } 

        }  
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4.8 Classes 

4.8.1 Summary of Functionality 

 DiOdexEnterprise – Class constructor. Used to initialise the 

DiOdexEnterprise object before connecting to the EPIC server. 

 Connect – Call this function to connect the DiOdexEnterprise client to the 

EPIC server. 

 Disconnect – Disconnects the DiOdexEnterprise client from the EPIC server. 

 StopClient – Disconnects the DiOdexEnterprise client and stops the client 

from running. 

 GetCertificates – Retrieves details of the certificates in a specified store on 

the server machine. 

 ScheduleFile – Schedules a file for transmission to a specified mailbox. 

 ScheduleEdiFile – Schedules a file for transmission as an EDI file. 

 StopServer – Stops the EPIC server. 

 GetFileReport – Retrieves a DiFileReport object containing details of 

scheduled, sent or received files in the system. 

 ExtractFile – Downloads a file from the server and copies the file to a 

specified location. 

 ExtractEdiFiles – Extracts files based on message type or local code. 

 GetDirectoryReport – Retrieves a DiDirectoryReport object containing details 

of network, mailboxes and EDI codes defined in the system. 

 UpdateDirectory – Updates the properties of a network, mailbox or EDI code, 

or deletes a network, mailbox, or EDI code. 

 UpdateCommsFile – Used to updates the properties of a communications 

file, or to delete a communications file. 

 AddDirectory – Adds a network, mailbox or EDI code. 

 AddSubsystem – Adds a TCP/IP, CAPI or XOT subsystem. 

 UpdateSubsystem – Used to update the properties of a subsystem, or to 

remove a subsystem. 

 StartServer – Starts the EPIC server and optionally sets the serial number 

and licence code or performs an upgrade from the last installed version.  

 SubscribeToReceivedLogMessages – Registers a function that will be called 

when log messages are received from the server. 

 StartReceivingLogMessages – Instructs the server to start sending log 

messages to the DiOdexEnterprise 

 UnsubscribeFromReceivedLogMessages – Removes the specified function 

from those that are receiving log messages. 

 StopReceivingLogMessages – Stops the client from receiving log messages 

from the server. 

 GetLogMessages – Retrieves log messages logged by the server between a 

certain date and time range. 

 SetServerLogLevel – Sets the server log level 

 Construct – Constructs an EDI file from a file in an in-house format. 

 Translate – Translates an EDI file into an in-house format file. 
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 UpdateCommsRetentionPeriod – Changes the global comms file retention 

period settings. 

4.8.2 DiOdexEnterprise 

Provides the ability to connect to an instance of the EPIC server and issue 

commands against it.  

4.8.2.1 DLL 

ODSODE00 

4.8.2.2 Source Code Module 

ODSODE01.cs 

4.8.2.3 Namespace 

DIP.OdexServer 

4.8.2.4 Class Hierarchy 

System.Object 

  DiOdexEnterprise 

4.8.2.5 Class Definition 

public class DiOdexEnterprise 

4.8.2.6 Description 

Provides the ability to connect to an instance of EPIC and issue commands 

against it.   

To connect you can call one of the two Connect overloads.  One will use the 

default values passed into the constructor, the other using the values passed into 

the actual function.  The connection will check that the defined user and 

password are valid. 

To disconnect you call Disconnect and this will sever the connection with EPIC. 

To stop the client, call StopClient.  This will disconnect if necessary, and clean 

everything up, e.g. the log file will be closed. 

There are many utility methods on DiOdexEnterprise that you can use to 

interact with EPIC.  They all follow the same pattern of taking one parameter 

class, and returning one results class.   

It is also possible to turn on logging for this object.  Do this by specifying a log file 

path.  Note that if a file already exists with that name then it will be overwritten.  

This will show all of the commands that are processed by the object. 
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4.8.2.7 Properties 

ClientLogName 

4.8.2.7.1 ClientLogName: 

public string ClientLogName { get; set; } 

Get or set the filename to log client side information to. 

4.8.2.8 Methods 

DiOdexEnterprise  

Connect 

Disconnect 

StopClient 

GetCertificates 

ScheduleFile 

ScheduleEDIFile 

StopServer 

GetFileReport 

ExtractFile 

ExtractEdiFiles 

UpdateDirectory 

UpdateCommsFile 

AddDirectory 

Construct 

Translate 

Stop 

WriteLog 

StartServer 

4.8.2.8.1 DiOdexEnterprise: 

public DiOdexEnterprise ( 

    string strServer, 

    int iPort, 

    string strUsername, 

    string strPassword, 

    string strBuild, 

    string strVersion, 

    string strServicePack, 

    string strLogFilePath, 

    LogType eLogTypes, 

    string strAppReference) 

This is the class constructor. You must specify the corresponding connection 

details when creating an instance of DiOdexEnterprise. The following table 

describes the function of each parameter and whether it is mandatory for a 

connection. The conditional parameters will be required depending on your 

system configuration, however they are shown here for a typical EPIC installation 

that is not using integrated security. 

Parameter Use Required 
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strServer The address of the server machine (typically 127.0.0.1) Yes 

iPort The port number of the server (typically 3547) Yes 

strUsername The username required to connect No 

strPassword The password required to connect No 

strBuild The build number of EPIC (1.0.0.xxx) Yes 

strVersion The version number of EPIC (x.x.x.442) Yes 

strServicePack The version number of the service pack (if installed) No 

strLogFilePath The location in which to create a log file.  No 

eLogTypes An enumeration to specify the log type.  Yes 

strAppReferenc
e 

A reference to the name of the application currently 
running. 

Yes 

NOTES: 

For the string values that are not required, you can simply pass “”. For the build 

and version numbers, it is the „x‟ values that are required. 

4.8.2.8.2 Connect: 

public bool Connect () 

This will connect to the EPIC server, returning „true‟ if a successful connection 

has been made, otherwise returns „false‟. Calling this function will use the values 

that have been entered in the DiOdexEnterprise constructor. 

4.8.2.8.3 Disconnect: 

public void Disconnect () 

This will disconnect from the EPIC server.  Once you have disconnected, you 

can still reconnect by calling connect again. 

4.8.2.8.4 StopClient: 

public void StopClient () 

Will disconnect from the server and close the log file.  Once this has been called, 

you cannot reconnect to the server with this instance of DiOdexEnterprise. 

4.8.2.8.5 GetCertificates: 

public DIP.EDI.Security.DiCertIdCollection GetCertificates(string 

strStore, bool bPrivateKey) 

This method may be used to retrieve a list of certificates from a specified 

certificate store on the server machine. This returns a collection of DiCertId 
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objects. EPIC uses DiCertId objects to identify each certificate on the server 

machine. To see the basic information about a certificate, call ToCertInfo() on a 

DiCertId object. This will return a DiCertInfo object, which is a simpler object 

containing a string for the certificate name, issuer, serial number and store. 

The list of certificates can be displayed to a user if required, allowing them to 

select a certificate for a network. To retrieve only certificates that have a private 

key, set bPrivateKey to „true‟. To retrieve a list of certificates that have a public 

key but no private key, set bPrivateKey to „false‟. 

4.8.2.8.6 ScheduleFile: 

public DiScheduleFileResults ScheduleFile (DiScheduleFileParams 

pParams) 

This can be called to schedule a file on the server.  The params will indicate 

which mailboxes the file should be scheduled from and to.  It will also contain the 

filename, earliest date time and other parameters related to the scheduling of the 

file. 

(Please refer to the table in ScheduleEdiFile for a list of the properties available 

in DiScheduleFileParams) 

4.8.2.8.7 ScheduleEdiFile: 

public DiSchedulFileResultsCollection ScheduleEdiFile( 

    DiScheduleFileParams pParams) 

This can be called to schedule an EDI file on the server.  The difference between 

this method, and the one above, is that you only have to specify a filename.  The 

destination and originator local code will be determined by analysing the file to 

get the UNB level EDI codes.  As a file can contain multiple interchanges, it is 

possible that using this method will result in multiple output files.  In this case 

there will be multiple results returned in the collection.  If there is only one 

interchange, then only one message will be scheduled, and only one result will 

be in the collection. 

The following table lists all properties available in DiScheduleFileParams, 

obviously these will vary depending on the file being sent (i.e. if it is an EDI file or 

not), 

 

Parameter Type Use 

DestinationID String This field is not required. 

DestinationLocalCod
e 

String The Local Code of the destination trading partner. 

EarliestDateTime DateTim
e 

The earliest date and time that the file can be 
sent. 
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FileFmt Enum The file format. This can be „Fixed‟, „Text‟, 
„Unformatted‟ or „Variable‟. 

FileID String The Virtual File Name of the file to be transmitted. 

OriginalFilename String The location on disk of the file to transmit. This 
must be the complete file name in the form 
“C:\\Dir\\File.edi” 

OriginatorID String This field is not required. 

OriginatorLocalCode  String The Local Code of the originating (internal) 
mailbox. 

Priority Int This files priority setting. (9 = highest priority) 

RecordSize Int The length of the data within the file to read. If the 
File Format is set to „Fixed‟ or „Variable‟, then the 
record size must be specified. Otherwise set the 
length to 0. 

UserData String This gets passed with the File ID and can be used 
for any purpose agreed with the Trading Partner. 

4.8.2.8.8 StopServer: 

public void StopServer( ) 

Stops the EPIC server immediately. 

4.8.2.8.9 GetFileReport: 

public DiFileReport GetFileReport(DiFileReportParams parameters); 

Get a report on received or sent /scheduled files. The arguments used to filter 

the returned data are encapsulate in a DiFileReportParams object; an instance 

of this object should be created and the relevant properties set to constrain the 

results set. The results are returned in the form of a DiFileReport object, which 

contains a collection of DiFileDetails object, one for each file in the results set. 

Note that this only returns the collection of file reports. The calling function must 

then extrapolate the data to its intended destination by looping through each 

DiFileDetails contained within DiFileReport.Files. 

The following table illustrates the properties that can be associated by filtering 

GetFileReport by modifying DiFileReportParams, 

Parameter Type Use 

FileDirection Enum Specifies the file direction. This can be either „Sent‟ or 
„Received‟. 

FileType Enum The Type of file to select. This can be, 

„Current‟ for files that have not yet been EERPd or 
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extracted 
„Old‟ for files that have been EERPd and extracted 
„Both‟ for all files 

FtpFile String The specific file to select. Usually of the form 
„xxxxxxxx.CMS‟ 

LocalCode String For selecting files for a specific local code. 

MessageType String The type of message to select (e.g. DELINS, DELFOR) 

VirtualDate String The date of the virtual file to select. 

VirtualFilenam
e 

String The virtual filename to select. 

VirtualTime String The virtual time to select. 

4.8.2.8.10 ExtractFile: 

public DiExtractFileResults ExtractFile ( 

    DiExtractFileParams parameters) 

This will extract a received file from the server to the client.  To work out which 

file to extract you can set up the parameters passed into this function.  If the 

constraints in parameters are not enough to narrow the filter down to one file, the 

first file that matches the criteria will be extracted. 

Please refer to the table in ExtractEdiFiles for a list of DiExtractFileParams 

properties that can be set. 

4.8.2.8.11 ExtractEdiFiles: 

public DiExtractFileResultsCollection ExtractEdiFiles ( 

    DiExtractFileParams parameters) 

This will extract a received EDI files from the server to the client.  You have to 

specify the message type of the files you wish to extract, e.g. DELFOR.  It will 

then extract all EDI files that contain a DELFOR message anywhere in them.  It 

is also possible to filter these files by the LOCAL code of the originator mailbox. 

The following table lists the properties available to DiExtractFileParams that can 

be set to specify a file for extraction, 

Parameter Type Use 

DiskFilename String The disk filename of the file to be extracted. This will 
typically be in the form „xxxxxxxx.CMS‟. 

FileType Enum The type of files to search, this can be Current, Old or 
Both. 

MessageType String If a file contains EDI data, then a specified message 
type can be extracted from it. This parameter specifies 
that message type. 
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Entering "UNKNOWN" specifies a non-EDI file. 

New Boolea
n 

If this is specified then the latest non-EDI file is 
retrieved. 

OriginatorLocalCod
e 

String The Local code of the company that sent the file to be 
extracted. 

OutputFilename String The location on the client machine for where the file is 
to be placed. This must be a complete filepath and 
include the escape characters (i.e. „C:\\dir\\file.txt‟). 

VirtualDate String The date of the virtual file to be extracted. 

VirtualFilename String The virtual filename of the file to be extracted. 

VirtualTime String The time of the virtual file to be extracted. 

4.8.2.8.12 GetDirectoryReport: 

Public DiDirectoryReport 

GetDirectoryReport(DiDirectoryReportParams pParams) 

This functions gets a report on the directory (networks, mailboxes and EDI 

codes). The arguments used to filter the returned data are encapsulated in a 

DiDirectoryReportParams object; an instance of this object should be created 

and the relevant properties set to constrain the results set.  

The results are returned in the form of a DiDirectoryReport object. This contains 

a list of network, mailbox and EDI code details. Each object within each the list 

contains the properties of a network, mailbox or EDI code. 

Note that this only returns the data for the report encapsulated in a 

DiDirectoryReport object. It is the responsibility of the calling class to process 

this data and display it in a report. 

The following table illustrates the properties of DiGetDirectoryReportParams that 

may be used to filter the data that is returned.   

Parameter Type Use 

DirType String Specifies the directory entry type to report on. Valid values 
are “N” for network nodes, “F” for file nodes (mailboxes) 
and “M” for message nodes (EDI codes). If this parameter 
is left blank, all networks, mailboxes and EDI codes will be 
returned. 

Local String Allows you to obtain a report containing details restricted 
to one local code. When retrieving nodes by local codes, 
you can only report on a network or mailbox since 
message nodes do not have local codes. 

Odette String Allows you to obtain a report on nodes with the specified 
ODETTE code. This is the SSID of a network node, the 
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SFID of a mailbox and the EDI code of a message node. 

4.8.2.8.13 UpdateDirectory: 

public DiDirectoryUpdateResults UpdateDirectory( 

    DiDirectoryUpdateParams parameters) 

This method can be used to update a network or mailbox. The entity to change is 

specified using the local code in the parameters argument. Setting other values 

in the parameters argument specifies the new values for the entity. 

The entity can be deleted by setting the DeleteReq property in the parameters 

argument. 

The following table contains all parameters within DiDirectoryUpdateParams that 

can be set when using this method, 

Parameter Type Use 

Attempts Int Sets the number of attempts for this network connection 

CallDir Enum Sets the permitted call directions. This can be Incoming, 
Outgoing or Both. 

Camp String The name of the Subsystem that will be used for 
communications on this network. 

Company String The company name of the directory node. 

Contact String The contacts name for this entry. (Used for information only) 

CUD String The call user data (required for CAPI and XOT connections) 

Daily Boolean Indicates whether a daily call should be made. 

DeleteReq Boolean Set this Boolean to true if you wish to delete this directory. 

EarlyTime DateTim
e 

The earliest date time for the daily call to be made. 

EERPTime Enum Specifies when the EERP is to be sent. This can be 
OnUserRequest, OnFileExtraction or OnFileReceipt. 

FileDir Enum The direction in which files can be transmitted. This can be 
Send, Receive or Both. 

Interval Int The time between calls to this network (in seconds). 

Local String The local code for the network. 

LockCode String This is the Authorisation key and is required for internal 
networks. 

MakeCall Boolean If set to true, this will make a call to the network once edited. 

MaxRetry Int The maximum number of retries for this network. 
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NUA String The Network User Address / IP Host Address. 

Odette String The SSID for the network (EDI Code). 

RecvPass String The password to receive files. 

SentPass String The password to send files. 

Tel String The telephone number of the contact. This is used for 
information only. 

UserData String The SSID user data. 

4.8.2.8.14 UpdateCommsFile: 

public DiCtlUpdateResults UpdateCommsFile( 

    DiCtlUpdateParams parameters) 

This method can be used to update a comms file. The file to change is specified 

using a combination of the local code, virtual file details and destination Odette 

(EDI) code in the parameters argument. Setting other values in the parameters 

argument specifies the new values for the file. 

The file can be acknowledged by setting the EERP property in the parameters 

argument. 

The file can be deleted by setting the DeleteReq property in the parameters 

argument. 

The following table summarises all parameters that are available to 

DiCtlUpdateParams, 

Parameter Type Use 

Attempts Int Specifies the number of attempts to make before the 
communications manager stops trying to make a call. 

DeleteReq Boolea
n 

Set this to true in order to delete the file. 

EarlyDate String Sets the new earliest date to send the file, must be in the 
format YYMMDD. 

EarlyTime String This is the new earliest time to send the file and must be in 
the format HHMM. 

EERP Boolea
n 

Set this to true if you want to send an EERP‟s for the selected 
file. 

Format Enum Sets the new file format. The enumeration can be set to 
„Fixed‟, „Text‟, „Unformatted‟ or „Variable‟ 

FtpFilenam
e 

String The name of the comms file to be selected. This is unique in 
itself and is of the form „xxxxxxxx.CMS‟. 
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Local String The local code of the file to be selected. 

NewVfn String The new Virtual Filename to be used. 

Odette String The trading partners EDI code to be selected. 

Priority Int Sets the new file priority. Ranges from 1 (lowest) to 9 
(highest). 

RecordSiz
e 

Long If the file format is set to „Fixed‟ or „Variable‟ length, then the 
record size must be specified. 

Retry Boolea
n 

Set this to true in order to reset the number of unsuccessful 
attempts to connect to this trading partner. 

Type Enum Sets the file direction. This can be either „Sent‟ or „Received‟. 

UserData String Used to set the new user data field. This is agreed between 
you and the trading partner. 

VFN String Use this to specify the virtual filename of the file to be 
selected. 

VirtualDate String Use this to specify the scheduled virtual date of the selected 
file. This is in the form YYMMDD. 

VirtualTime String Use this to specify the scheduled virtual time of the selected 
file. This is in the form HHMMSS. 

4.8.2.8.15 AddDirectory: 

public DiAddDirectoryResults AddDirectory( 

    DiAddDirectoryParams parameters) 

This method can be used to add a network, mailbox or EDI code.  The type of 

node to add is specified using the DirType property.  The local code, odette code 

and company name must be specified for all node types.  If a company with the 

specified name does not exist, it will be created.  

The Camp property (subsystem name) must be specified for external network 

nodes and is ignored for other node types.    

The LockCode property (authorisation key) parameter is only required when 

creating a new internal network.  

The Certificate property may be used to set a certificate for encryption and 

verification on an external network, or a decryption and signing certificate on an 

internal network.   

The following fields are required depending on the connection method of an 

external network: 

The IpAddress property is required for external networks that will be connecting 

through TCP/IP. 
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The RemoteIsdnNumber property is required for external networks that will be 

connecting through CAPI. 

The RemoteNua property is required for external networks that will be 

connecting using XOT. 

The following properties are only relevant to network nodes: IntExt, SentPass, 

RecvPass, CallDir, FileDir, Daily, MakeCall, Priority, Attmepts, MaxRetry, interva, 

UserData OftpReleaseLevel, DoNotSubmitToWfm, LogLevel, BufferSize, Credit, 

Certificate, AdvancedCompression, Ssl, SessionAuthentication and 

RequestSignedEERP.  These properties are not mandatory. 

The Redirect property is only required for Mailboxes or EDI codes. This specifies 

the Odette code of the associated mailbox or network node. 

The following properties are relevant to network nodes that connect using a 

TCP/IP subsystem. The properties may be used to set properties on the TCP/IP 

network connection: IpAddress, PortNumber, Username, Password, 

IpAddressToBindTo, Timeout. 

The following properties are relevant to network nodes that will connect using an 

XOT subsystem: RemoteNua, CallUserData, NetworkUserId, 

OverrideSubsystem, IsdnLocalNua, WindowSize, PacketSize, ReverseCharge.   

The following properties are relevant to network nodes that connect using CAPI. 

They may be used to set values on the CAPI network connection: 

RemoteIsdnNumber, RemoteIsdnSubNumber, RemoteNua, CallUserData, 

NetworkUserId, X31, OverrideSubsystem, LocalIsdnNumber, 

LocalIsdnSubNumber, LocalIsdnNua, WindowSize, WindowSizeInCallRequest, 

PacketSize, PacketSizeInCallRequest, LowTvcValue, HighTvcValue, 

UseAutomaticTEIValue, TeiValue. 

All other properties are only provided for compatibility and are not used. 

To call this function from a custom application in the Batch Interface API, you 

should create a new instance of DiAddDirectoryParams and populate it with the 

values required before calling AddDirectory. The following table lists all 

properties available to DiAddDirectoryParams and details their use. 

Parameter Type Use 

Advanced 
Compression 

Bool Set to true to enable advanced compression for 
OFTP 2 networks. 

Attempts Int Sets the current number of attempts for calls using 
this network. 

BufferSize Long Sets the OFTP buffer size. 

CallDir Enum Sets the permitted call directions. This can be 
Incoming, Outgoing or Both. 
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CallUserData String For external networks that connect through CAPI or 
XOT, allows the call user data to be specified.  

Camp String The name of the Subsystem that will be used for 
communications on this network. 

Certificate DiCertId Only available for OFTP 2 networks. For external 
networks, allows the public key 
encryption/verification certificate to be set. For 
internal networks, allows the decryption/signature 
certificate to be set (see previous example). 

Company String The company name of the directory node. 

Contact String The contacts name for this entry. (Used for 
information only) 

Credits Int Sets the OFTP credit value. 

CUD String The call user data (required for CAPI and XOT 
connections) 

Daily Bool Indicates whether a daily call should be made. 

DirType Enum The type of node to add. Where, 

NetworkNode = Network 
FileNode = Mailbox 
MessageNode = EDI Code 

DoNotSubmitTo
Wfm 

Bool When set to true, files received through this network 
will not be submitted to the workflow manager. 

EarlyTime DateTime The earliest date time for the daily call to be made. 

EERPTime Enum Specifies when the EERP is to be sent. This can be 
OnUserRequest, OnFileExtraction or OnFileReceipt. 

FileDir Enum The direction in which files can be transmitted. This 
can be Send, Receive or Both. 

HighTvcValue  For external networks that are connecting through 
CAPI, allows the maximum number of two-way virtual 
circuits to be specified. You must set the 
„OverrideSubsystem‟ property to „true‟ for this 
property to take effect. 

Interval Int The time between calls to this network (in minutes). 

IntExt String Used to distinguish between an Internal (“I”) and 
External (“E”) network. 

IpAddress String For external networks using TCP/IP, set to the 
network‟s IP address. 

Local String The local code for the network. 
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LocalIsdnNumbe
r 

String For external networks that are connecting through 
CAPI, allows the local ISDN number to be set. 

LocalIsdnNua String For external networks that are connecting through 
CAPI, allows the local network user address to be 
set.  

LocalIsdnSub 
Number 

String For external networks that are connecting through 
CAPI, allows the local ISDN sub-number to be 
specified. 

LockCode String This is the Authorisation key and is required when 
adding a new internal network. 

LogLevel Enum The level of detail of messages that will be logged 
during sessions with this network. Possible values 
are General, Protocol, Debug and Buffer. 
Enumeration values may be combined. 

LowTvcValue Int For external networks that are connecting through 
CAPI,  allows the minimum number of two-way virtual 
circuits to be specified,. You must set the 
„OverrideSubsystem‟ property to „true‟ for this setting 
to take effect.  

MakeCall Bool  If set to true, this will make a call to the network once 
added. 

MaxRetry Int The maximum number of retries for this network. 

NetworkUserId String Allows the network user ID to be specified for 
external networks that are connecting through CAPI 
or XOT. 

NUA String This property is included for compatibility with the 
ODEX batch interface and should not be used. 

Odette String The SSID for the network (EDI Code). 

OftpReleaseLev
el 

Int Sets the OFTP version as follows 1=OFTP 1.2, 
2=OFTP 1.3, 4=OFTP 1.4, 5=OFTP 2. 

Override 
Subsystem 

Bool If you have specified any advanced CAPI settings, 
such as packet size or window size, this property 
must be set to true for those settings to take effect.  

PacketSize Int Allows the packet size to be specified for external 
networks that are connecting through CAPI or XOT.  

PacketSizeIn 
CallRequest 

Bool For external networks connecting through CAPI, set 
to true  

Password String Allows a password to be specified when connecting 
to a network using a TCP/IP connection. 

PortNumber Int For external networks using TCP/IP, the port number 
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can be specified. The default is 3305.  

Priority Int The priority threshold for the networks 
communication settings. This can be between 1 
(Highest) and 10 (Lowest). 

RecvPass String The password to receive files. 

Redirect String The EDI code for the associated network. (Required 
for EDI codes and Mailboxes). 

RemoteIsdn 
Number 

String For external networks connecting with CAPI, specify 
the remote ISDN number through this property. For 
CAPI networks, this field is mandatory. 

RemoteIsdn 
SubNumber 

String For external networks connecting with CAPI, allows 
the remote ISDN sub-number to be specified. 

RemoteNua String For external networks connecting with CAPI or XOT, 
allows the remote network user address to be 
specified. This field is mandatory for XOT networks. 

ReverseCharge Bool For external networks connecting with XOT, set to 
true to enable reverse charging.  

RequestSigned 
Eerp 

Bit For OFTP 2 networks, set to true to request signed 
acknowledgements when sending files to this trading 
partner network. 

SentPass String The password to send files. 

Session 
Authentication 

Bool For OFTP 2 networks, set to true to enable session 
authentication using the verification certificate. 

Ssl  Bool Set to true to use an SSL connection, where the 
network is using OFTP 2 and a TCP/IP subsystem. 

Tel String The telephone number of the contact. This is used 
for information only. 

TeiValue  For external networks connecting with a CAPI 
subsystem, specifies the terminal endpoint ID value. 
This option will only take effect if OverrideSubsystem 
is set to true and UseAutomaticTEIValue is set to 
false. 

Timeout Int For networks that connect through TCP/IP, allows 
the TCP/IP timeout to be set. The default is 60 
seconds. 

UseAutomaticTE
I Value 

 For external networks connecting with a CAPI 
subsystem, specifies whether an automatically 
assigned terminal endpoint ID will be used. This 
option will only take effect if OverrideSubsystem is 
set to true. 

UserData String The SSID user data. 
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UserName String Allows a username to be specified when connecting 
using TCP/IP. 

WindowSize Int For external networks connecting with a CAPI 
subsystem, specifies the window size. This option 
will only take effect if OverrideSubsystem is set to 
true. 

WindowSizeIn 
CallRequest 

Bool For external networks connecting with a CAPI 
subsystem, specifies that the window size will be 
included in the call request packet. This option will 
only take effect if OverrideSubsystem is set to true. 

X31 Bool For external networks connecting with a CAPI 
subsystem, allows you to specify whether the X.31 
protocol will be used. 

4.8.2.8.16 AddSubsystem 

Public DiAddSubsystemResults AddSubsystem(DiAddSubsystemParams 

pParams) 

This method can be used to add a new subsystem to EPIC. You can add a 

TCP/IP, XOT, local CAPI2 or remote CAPI2 subsystem. The subsystem type is 

specified through the ConnectionType property of the DiAddSubsystemParams 

object. The following parameters are mandatory when creating a subsystem: 

Name, XotRouterIpAddress (XOT subsystems only) and CapiIpAddress (remote 

CAPI2 subsystems only).  

By default, for all subsystems except XOT, a listener will not be created or 

started. If you wish to create a TCP/IP or CAPI listener with the subsystem, set 

the AddListener property on the DiAddSubsystemParams object to true. 

All subsystem properties are configurable. The DiAddSubsystemParams object 

will be populated with default property values where possible.  

Many of the properties are not applicable to all subsystem types. The following 

describes which properties are specific to certain subsystem types. 

The following properties apply to TCP/IP subsystems: ListenerPortNumber, 

LocalIpAddres, UseSs, Certificate. 

The following properties apply to XOT subsystems: LocalIpAddress, LocalNua, 

XotRouterIpAddress, XotRouterPortNumber 

The following properties apply to local CAPI2 subsystems: DllName, HighTvc, 

LocalIsdnNumber, LocalIsdnSubNumber, LocalNua, LowTvc, PacketSize, 

PacketSizeInCallRequest, RestrictToLocalIsdnNumber, 

RestrictToLocalIsdnSubNumber, RestrictToRemoteIsdnNumber, 

RestrictToRemoteIsdnSubNumber, Tei, UseAutoTei, WindowSize, 

WindowSizeInCallRequest, X31Listener. 
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The following properties apply to remote CAPI2 subsystems: CapiIpAddress, 

CapiPortNumber, HighTvc, LocalIsdnNumber, LocalIsdnSubNumber, LocalNua, 

LowTvc, PacketSize, PacketSizeInCallRequest, RestrictToLocalIsdnNumber, 

RestrictToLocalIsdnSubNumber, RestrictToRemoteIsdnNumber, 

RestrictToRemoteIsdnSubNumber, Tei, UseAutoTei, WindowSize, 

WindowSizeInCallRequest, X31Listener. 

The following properties apply to subsystems of any type: Enabled, Name, 

MaxSessions, MaxInboundSessions, MaxOutboundSessions, LogLeve, Type. 

 

Parameter Type Use 

AddListener Bool For TCP/IP and CAPI subsystems, set to true to 
add a single listener. For CAPI subsystems, the 
listener will use the first CAPI controller in the list of 
controllers associated with the CAPI device. 

CapiIpAddress String For remote CAPI2 subsystems, specify the IP 
address of the router. This property is mandatory 
for remote CAPI2 subsystems. 

CapiPortNumber Int For remote CAPI2 subsystems, specify the port 
number on which to connect to the router. The 
default value is 2662.  

Certificate DiCertId For TCP/IP subsystems that listen for SSL 
connections, specify the SSL certificate through this 
property.  

DllName String For local CAPI2 subsystems, specify the name of 
the CAPI library dll. The default value is 
CAPI2032.dll.  

Enabled Bool Set to true to enable the subsystem, or false to 
disable the subsystem. The default is true. 

HighTvc Int For local or remote CAPI2 subsystems, allows the 
maximum number of two-way virtual circuits to be 
specified. The default value is 1. 

ListenerPort 
Number 

Int For TCP/IP subsystems with a listener, allows the 
listener port number to be specified. The default is 
3305 (the port used for OFTP connections).  

LocalIpAddress String For TCP/IP or XOT subsystems, allows an IP 
address to be specified. This is the local IP address 
that connections will be bound to. 

LocalIsdn Number String For CAPI subsystems, allows the local ISDN 
number to be specified. 

LocalIsdnSub 
Number 

String For CAPI subsystems, allows the local ISDN 
number to be specified. 
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LocalNua String For CAPI and XOT subsystems, allows the local 
ISDN number to be specified. 

LogLevel Comms 
Log Level 

Allows the log level to be set for the listener 
associated with the subsystem, if applicable. 
Possible values are General, protocol, data and 
debug, with general providing the least level of 
detail and debug providing the most detailed log 
level.  

LowTvc Int For CAPI subsystems, allows the minimum number 
of two-way virtual circuits to be specified. The 
default value is 1. 

MaxInbound 
Sessions 

Int Allows the maximum number of inbound sessions 
to be specified. The default for XOT and TCP/IP is 
100. For CAPI subsystems, the default is 2.  

MaxOutbound 
Sessions 

Int Allows the maximum number of outbound sessions 
to be specified. The default for XOT and TCP/IP is 
100. For CAPI subsystems, the default is 2. 

MaxSessions Int Allows the maximum number of concurrent 
sessions to be specified. The default for XOT and 
TCP/IP is 100. For CAPI subsystems, the default is 
2. 

Name String You must use this property to specify a name for 
the subsystem. This property is mandatory.  

PacketSize Int For CAPI subsystems, allows the packet size to be 
set. The default value is 128. 

PacketSizeIn 
CallRequest 

Bool For CAPI subsystems, set to true to include the 
packet size in the call request packet. The default 
value is „true‟. 

RestrictTo 
LocalIsdn Number 

String For CAPI subsystems with a listener, allows 
inbound calls to be restricted based on the caller‟s 
local ISDN number. 

RestrictTo 
LocalIsdnSub 
Number 

String For CAPI subsystems with a listener, allows 
inbound calls to be restricted based on the caller‟s 
local ISDN sub-number.  

RestrictTo 
RemoteIsdn 
Number 

String For CAPI subsystems with a listener, allows 
inbound calls to be restricted based on the ISDN 
number. 

RestrictTo 
RemoteIsdnSub 
Number 

String For CAPI subsystems with a listener, allows 
inbound calls to be restricted based on the ISDN 
sub-number.  

Tei Int For CAPI subsystems, allows the terminal end point 
identifier to be set. This property only takes effect 
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when the UseAutoTei property is set to false.  

Type Connectio
n Type 

The subsystem type must be specified by setting 
this property. Valid values are TCP, LocalCAPI2, 
RemoteCAPI2 and XOT. Other subsystem types 
are not supported. 

UseAutoTei Bool For CAPI connections, allows the TEI value to be 
set manually. When this property is set to true, the 
TEI (terminal end point identifier) will be taken from 
the Tei property. 

UseSsl Bool For TCP/IP subsystems, allows you to specify that 
where applicable, the listener should use SSL 
connections. 

WindowSize Int For CAPI subsystems, allows the window size to be 
set. The default value is 7. 

WindowSizeIn 
CallRequest 

Bool For CAPI subsystems, allows you to specify that 
the window size is included in the call request 
packet. The default value is „true‟. 

X31Listener Bool For CAPI subsystems with a listener, allows you to 
specify whether the X.31 protocol should be used. 
The default is „false‟. 

XotRouterIp 
Address 

String For XOT subsystems, you must specify the 
hostname or IP address of the XOT router. This 
property is mandatory for XOT subsystems. 

XotRouterPort 
Number 

String For XOT subsystems, you may specify the XOT 
router port number. The default value is 1998.  

4.8.2.8.17 UpdateSubsystem: 

public DiUpdateSubsystemResults UpdateSubsystem( 

 DiUpdateSubsystemParams pParams) 

This method can be used to update the properties of a subsystem in EPIC, or to 

remove a subsystem. You can update TCP/IP, XOT, local CAPI2 or remote 

CAPI2 subsystems. When updating or removing a subsystem, you must specify 

the name of the subsystem using the Name property. If the Name is not 

specified, an exception will be raised. 

To remove a subsystem, set the subsystem name in the Name property and the 

DeleteReq property to true. 

You may also use this command to add and remove listeners to/from 

subsystems and to stop and start an existing listener on a subsystem. You may 

only add a single listener. When stopping or starting a listener, the first listener in 

the list will be stopped or started.  
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All subsystem properties are configurable, however you are not required to set 

every property in a DiUpdateSubsystemParams object when updating a 

subsystem.  

Numeric properties in DiUpdateSubsystemParams are initialised to –1 by default. 

When a numeric property is set to –1, it will be ignored and that particular 

subsystem property will be left unchanged.  

Boolean properties are initialised to the default value for that particular 

subsystem type. The DiUpdateSubsystemParams object will be initialised with 

default values for Boolean properties. If the subsystem being updated has any 

Boolean properties that are different from the defaults, you will have to set these 

in the DiUpdateSubsystemParams object in order to maintain the same values 

after the update. 

String properties are initialised to the empty string by default. For mandatory 

fields where the empty string would not be valid, if no value is set, the property 

will be ignored. For example, when updating a remote CAPI2 subsystem, if the 

CAPI router IP address is left blank, the current router IP address will not be 

changed. This does not apply to fields where it is valid for the field to be blank.    

Many of the properties are not applicable to all subsystem types. The following 

describes which properties are specific to certain subsystem types. 

The following properties apply to TCP/IP subsystems: ListenerPortNumber, 

LocalIpAddres, UseSs, Certificate. 

The following properties apply to XOT subsystems: LocalIpAddress, LocalNua, 

XotRouterIpAddress, XotRouterPortNumber 

The following properties apply to local CAPI2 subsystems: DllName, HighTvc, 

LocalIsdnNumber, LocalIsdnSubNumber, LocalNua, LowTvc, PacketSize, 

PacketSizeInCallRequest, RestrictToLocalIsdnNumber, 

RestrictToLocalIsdnSubNumber, RestrictToRemoteIsdnNumber, 

RestrictToRemoteIsdnSubNumber, Tei, UseAutoTei, WindowSize, 

WindowSizeInCallRequest, X31Listener. 

The following properties apply to remote CAPI2 subsystems: CapiIpAddress, 

CapiPortNumber, HighTvc, LocalIsdnNumber, LocalIsdnSubNumber, LocalNua, 

LowTvc, PacketSize, PacketSizeInCallRequest, RestrictToLocalIsdnNumber, 

RestrictToLocalIsdnSubNumber, RestrictToRemoteIsdnNumber, 

RestrictToRemoteIsdnSubNumber, Tei, UseAutoTei, WindowSize, 

WindowSizeInCallRequest, X31Listener. 

The following properties apply to subsystems of any type: Enabled, Name, 

MaxSessions, MaxInboundSessions, MaxOutboundSessions, LogLeve, Type. 

 

Parameter Type Use 
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CapiIpAddress String For remote CAPI2 subsystems, specify the IP 
address of the router. If this property is left blank, 
the IP address will remain unchanged. 

CapiPortNumber Int For remote CAPI2 subsystems, specify the port 
number on which to connect to the router. If a value 
is not set, the port number will remain unchanged. 

Certificate DiCertId For TCP/IP subsystems that listen for SSL 
connections, specify the SSL certificate through this 
property. Set to null to remove the certificate from 
the subsystem. 

DllName String For local CAPI2 subsystems, specify the name of 
the CAPI library dll. If this property is left blank, the 
CAPI dll name will not be changed. 

Enabled Bool Set to true to enable the subsystem, or false to 
disable the subsystem. The default is true. 

HasListener Bool Set to true to add a listener to a subsystem that 
does not currently have a listener, or set to false to 
remove a listener from a subsystem that already 
has a listener. If set to true when the subsystem 
already has a listener, the listener will not be added 
or removed. 

HighTvc Int For local or remote CAPI2 subsystems, allows the 
maximum number of two-way virtual circuits to be 
specified. If a value is not set, the subsystem‟s high 
TVC property will not be modified. 

ListenerPort 
Number 

Int For TCP/IP subsystems with a listener, allows the 
listener port number to be specified. If a value is not 
set, the listener port number will not be changed.  

Listening bool Set to true to start the subsystem‟s listener, or set 
to false to stop the subsystem‟s listener. This 
property is ignored if the subsystem does not have 
a listener. 

LocalIpAddress String For TCP/IP or XOT subsystems, allows an IP 
address to be specified. This is the local IP address 
that connections will be bound to. If this is left 
blank, connections will not be bound to an IP 
address.  

LocalIsdn Number String For CAPI subsystems, allows the local ISDN 
number to be specified.  

LocalIsdnSub 
Number 

String For CAPI subsystems, allows the local ISDN 
number to be specified. 

LocalNua String For CAPI and XOT subsystems, allows the local 
ISDN number to be specified. 
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LogLevel Comms 
Log Level 

Allows the log level to be set for the listener 
associated with the subsystem, if applicable. 
Possible values are General, protocol, data and 
debug, with general providing the least level of 
detail and debug providing the most detailed log 
level.  

LowTvc Int For CAPI subsystems, allows the minimum number 
of two-way virtual circuits to be specified. The 
default value is 1. If a value is not specified, the low 
TVC value will not be changed. 

MaxInbound 
Sessions 

Int Allows the maximum number of inbound sessions 
to be specified. If a value is not specified, the 
maximum permitted number of inbound sessions 
will not be changed. 

MaxOutbound 
Sessions 

Int Allows the maximum number of outbound sessions 
to be specified. If a value is not specified, the 
maximum permitted number of outbound sessions 
will not be changed.  

MaxSessions Int Allows the maximum number of concurrent 
sessions to be specified. If a value is not specified, 
the maximum permitted number of concurrent 
sessions will not be changed. 

Name String You must use this property to specify a name for 
the subsystem. This property is mandatory.  

PacketSize Int For CAPI subsystems, allows the packet size to be 
set. If a value is not specified, the packet size will 
not be changed. 

PacketSizeIn 
CallRequest 

Bool For CAPI subsystems, set to true to include the 
packet size in the call request packet. The default 
value is „true‟. 

RestrictTo 
LocalIsdn Number 

String For CAPI subsystems with a listener, allows 
inbound calls to be restricted based on the caller‟s 
local ISDN number. 

RestrictTo 
LocalIsdnSub 
Number 

String For CAPI subsystems with a listener, allows 
inbound calls to be restricted based on the caller‟s 
local ISDN sub-number.  

RestrictTo 
RemoteIsdn 
Number 

String For CAPI subsystems with a listener, allows 
inbound calls to be restricted based on the ISDN 
number. 

RestrictTo 
RemoteIsdnSub 
Number 

String For CAPI subsystems with a listener, allows 
inbound calls to be restricted based on the ISDN 
sub-number.  

Tei Int For CAPI subsystems, allows the terminal end point 
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identifier to be set. If a value is not specified, the 
TEI will not be changed. 

UseAutoTei Bool For CAPI connections, allows the TEI value to be 
set manually. When this property is set to true, the 
TEI (terminal end point identifier) will be taken from 
the Tei property. The default is true. 

UseSsl Bool For TCP/IP subsystems, allows you to specify that 
where applicable, the listener should use SSL 
connections. The default is false. 

WindowSize Int For CAPI subsystems, allows the window size to be 
set. If a value is not specified, the window size will 
not be changed. 

WindowSizeIn 
CallRequest 

Bool For CAPI subsystems, allows you to specify that 
the window size is included in the call request 
packet. The default value is „true‟. 

X31Listener Bool For CAPI subsystems with a listener, allows you to 
specify whether the X.31 protocol should be used. 
The default is „false‟. 

XotRouterIp 
Address 

String For XOT subsystems, you must specify the 
hostname or IP address of the XOT router. If you 
do not specify a value, the IP address will not be 
changed. 

XotRouterPort 
Number 

String For XOT subsystems, you may specify the XOT 
router port number. The default value is 1998. If 
you do not specify a value, the XOT router port 
number will not be changed. 

4.8.2.8.18 StartServer 

public DiStartServerResults StartServer(DiStartServerParams 

pParams) 

This method can be used to start the EPIC server. When the server is started for 

the first time following an installation, you may specify parameters to upgrade the 

EPIC server from the last installed version or start with a fresh system. In the 

latter scenario, you must specify the serial number and licence code. 

 

Parameter Type Use 

OdexExePath String Set to the path of the EPIC executable, e.g. 
C:\program files\DIP\ EPIC \1.0.0.86. This property 
is mandatory. 

SerialNumber String When running the server for the first time, set to the 
serial number of the server. If the server is to be 
installed as a fresh system, this property is 
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mandatory. 

LicenceCode String When running the server for the first time, set to the 
licence code of the server. If the server is to be 
installed as a fresh system, this property is 
mandatory. 

FacilitiesCode String If you use a facilities code and are running the 
server for the first time since installation, this must 
be specified the first time the server is run. 

DoUpgrade Bool When running the server for the first time, set to 
true to upgrade from the last installed version. 

ServerIpAddress String If the server is not running on the local machine, 
you must specify the IP address or machine name 
of the server machine. If the server is running on 
the local machine, you may leave this property 
initialised to its default value of 127.0.0.1.  

ServerPort Int Allows the port on which the server is listening for 
clients to be set. In most cases this property can be 
left with the default value of 3547. If the server will 
be listening on a different port to the default, the 
port number must be set in this property. 

Username String If the server is using security, you must specify the 
username that will be used when logging on to the 
server. If security is not enabled, this property can 
be left blank. 

Password String If the server is using security, you must specify the 
password that will be used when logging on to the 
server (if the specified username has an associated 
password). If security is not enabled, this property 
can be left blank. 

Build String Specify the build number of the server, e.g. 1074. 

Version String Specify the version number of the server, e.g. 2.3.0. 

LogTypes LogType Specify the level of detail of log messages logged 
by the client application. The default is to log 
general log messages.  

ApplicationName String Set this property to the name of the client 
application.  

LogDirectory String Set this property to the directory in which log files 
should be placed.  
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4.8.2.8.19 SubscribeToReceivedLogMessages 

Public void SubscribeToReceivedLogMessages(LogEventHandler 

fncEventHandler) 

It is possible to set up an application to receive log messages from the EPIC 

server as the messages are logged. The first step in this process is to implement 

a function in your client application that will be called by DiOdexEnterprise 

whenever a log message is received from the server.  

The function must have return type void and accept an object of type 

DiLogMessage as a parameter. A DiLogMessage object is a simple object 

representing a message in the server log. It includes the log message, a 

timestamp, the message source.  

You may then create a LogEventHandler object referring to this function. After 

calling SubscribeToReceivedLogMessages, passing your LogEventHandler 

object as a parameter, the function will then be called every time a log message 

is received from the server. 

Note that in order for your application to receive any log messages from the 

server, you must first call StartReceivingLogMessages, which is described in the 

next section.   

4.8.2.8.20 StartReceivingLogMessages 

Public void StartReceivingLogMessages(LogType eLogTypes) 

This function is used to send a request to the server indicating that log messages 

should be sent to your application. You may specify the types of log messages to 

be received by setting the eLogTypes parameter. Note that log types may be 

combined using the bitwise OR operator (e.g. LogType.General | LogType.Trace 

to receive both general log messages and trace log messages). 

Once your application is receiving log messages from the server, you may call 

this function again to change the types of log message received from the server. 

Following on from the previous example, if your application is receiving both 

general and trace messages, call the function again passing LogType.General to 

receive only general log messages. 

Note that specifying LogType.None would be equivalent to calling 

StopReceivingLogMessages. 

4.8.2.8.21 UnsubscribeFromReceivedLogMessages 

Public void UnsubscribeFromReceivedLogMessages(LogEventHandler 

fncEventHandler) 

After subscribing to the event to receive log messages from the server, you can 

unsubscribe by calling this function. Pass the LogEventHandler function that you 

wish to unsubscribe as the parameter. 
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Note that this only stops your event handler function from being called when log 

messages are received from the server, but it does not stop the server sending 

log messages to the application. To stop the server sending log messages, call 

StopReceivingLogMessages, described below.  

4.8.2.8.22 StopReceivingLogMessages 

Public void StopReceivingLogMessages() 

Call this function to stop the server from sending log messages to your 

application. You may start receiving log messages again by calling 

StartReceivingLogMessages.  

4.8.2.8.23 GetLogMessages 

Public DiLogMessageCollection GetLogMessages(DateTime dtFrom, 

DateTime dtTo, LogType eLogTypes) 

This function allows you to retrieve log messages from the server that were 

logged between a specified date and time. You can also restrict the log 

messages to certain log message types, such as general, trace or debug level 

messages through the eLogTypes parameter. Log message types may be 

combined using the bitwise OR operator (e.g. LogType.General | LogType.Trace 

to retrieve general and trace messages). 

The log messages are returned in a DiLogMessageCollection object. This object 

is a simple collection class containing a DiLogMessage object for each returned 

log message. Through the DiLogMessage object, you can access any part of the 

log message, such as the timestamp, message source and the message itself. 

4.8.2.8.24 SetServerLogLevel 

Public void SetServerLogLevel(LogType eLogTypes) 

This function allows you to set the types of log message logged by the server. 

Calling this function has an immediate effect – although the server configuration 

is changed, a restart is not required. 

4.8.2.8.25 Construct: 

public DiXlateResults Construct(DiXlateParams xlpParams) 

This method can be used to construct a user‟s in-house file into a named EDI file 

and allows that file to be constructed without being scheduled for sending. The 

following parameters are mandatory creating a construct job, 

ControlBlockDirectory, DestinationFilename, IndexFilePath, InHouseDefinition, 

OriginalFilename, TablesDirectory and XlateJob. The XlateJob must be set to 

„Construct‟. 

Please refer to the parameters table in the Translate definition for further details 

on the DiXlateParams. 
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4.8.2.8.26 Translate: 

public DiXlateResults Translate(DiXlateParams xlpParams) 

This method can be used to translate a user‟s EDI file into a named in-house file 

and allows that file to be translated without being scheduled for sending. The 

following parameters are mandatory creating a translate job, 

ControlBlockDirectory, DestinationFilename, IndexFilePath, InHouseDefinition, 

OriginalFilename, TablesDirectory and XlateJob. The XlateJob must be set to 

„Translate‟. 

The following table shows the properties available to the DiXlateParams 

parameter, 

 

Parameter Type Use 

ControlBlockDirectory String Specifies the directory in which the control blocks 
files are to be written. 

DestinationFilename String Specifies the path of the translated/constructed file. 

IndexFilePath String Specifies the path of the index file. 

InHouseDefinition String The In-House definition name. 

LogFile String The location of the log file to write to. 

OriginalFilename String The location of the file that is to be converted. 

RspFile String The location of the response file to write to. 

TablesDirectory String Specifies the directory in which the EDI and In-
House definitions are located 

Tracing String Specifies whether to enable tracing in the log during 
the XLATE conversion. 

WarnForNumerics Boolea
n 

Specifies whether a warning should be given when a 
non-numeric character (such as whitespace) is 
found in a numeric field. 

XlateJob Enum Specifies whether the job is to be Translate or 
Construct. 

4.8.2.8.27 UpdateCommsRetentionPeriod 

Public DiUpdateCommsRetentionPeriodResults 

UpdateCommsRetentionPeriod( 

    DiUpdateCommsRetentionPeriodParams pParams) 

This method can be used to change the number of days that communications 

files are kept in the system before they are removed as part of the retention 

period sweep. You can set the number of days to keep acknowledged 
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communications files, communications files of any status and the number of days 

to keep the files on disk.  

Note that you must always set the disk file retention period to be the same as, or 

shorter than the corresponding database record retention period.  

You must create a DiUpdateCommsRetentionPeriodParams object to pass to the 

method. This contains each of the retention period values, as described below. 

The method returns a DiUpdateCommsRetentionPeriodResults object. If the 

operation is successful, this ResultString property will be set to the empty string. 

If an error occurs, the result string will be populated with an error message and 

the return code type will be set to „error‟.  

Note that all values are mandatory. 

Parameter Type Use 

AcknowledgedFile 
RetentionPeriod 

Int The number of days to keep acknowledged 
communications files in the database. 

AcknowledgedDisk 
FileRetention Period 

Int The number of days to keep acknowledged 
communication files on disk 

AnyFileRetention 
Period 

Int The number of days to keep any communications 
file in the database. 

AnyDiskFile 
RetentionPeriod 

Int The number of days to keep any communications 
file on disk. 

DeleteCommsFiles 
WhenWfFilesDeleted 

Bool Set this flag to true to delete communications files 
that are associated with workflow files when the 
workflow files are deleted. If set to false, 
communications files will be deleted regardless of 
whether they are associated with any workflow files.   

4.8.2.9 Events 

OnConnectionLost 

4.8.2.9.1 OnConnectionLost: 

public event VoidEventHandler OnConnectionLost() 

Fired when the connection is lost with the server, while we were connected. 

 

 


